Catalogue of the Archaeologically Attested
Workshops
Introduction
A catalogue is included here in order to make available all
the information gathered in the preparation of the main text
of this work. This encompasses only those structures or finds
considered to be workshops by their e ca ators. rids of
water pipes or other indications for such activity that could
not be confirmed due to the sal age or rescue character of
the excavations have not been included.
A special comment should be made on the nature of the
archaeological work conducted in Thessaloniki. All excavations
that take place in the city apart from the research in the
Galerius complex, the surviving part of the city walls and the
still standing monuments ha e a fragmentary character and
are considered salvage or rescue excavations. They are conducted in a single private plot where a new building is due to
be built. In order to get building permission the area to be built
upon must be excavated and archaeologically investigated.
Modern properties generally do not correspond to ancient
or medieval ones and consequently antique buildings are
almost always excavated only partially, and often their exact
size, function and reconstruction phases remain obscure. This
uncertainty might last forever or until the adjoining property
is demolished and another rescue excavation is conducted to
reveal the remainder of the building, possibly several years or
even decades later. The summary reports that are presented
in the Archaiologikon Deltion, in the Archaiologiko rgo stē
Makedonia kai Thrakē from
and in the small catalogues
published by the 9th Ephorate of Byzantine Antiquities from
1999 to 2005, are the only information published on these
comple often obscure but o erall e tremely important finds.
The 112 sites or rather different activities that were recorded have been arranged according to their nature (supplement). Therefore, all sites where indications of the use of
open fire were detected mainly kilns or wasters production
refuse), are presented in the following order (cat. nos 1-67,
maps in figs 379-382, marked in red):
1. Lime kilns
2. Ceramic workshops according to their different products,
which were usually produced in different sites, namely,
the production of bricks and roof tiles; and those of vessels lamps and figurines.
3. Metal production workshops
4. Glass workshops
. orkshops of undetermined use that in ol ed fire

The second group of workshops that follow in the catalogue are those that involved the use of water and therefore
interconnected systems of water reservoirs and water pipes
are always traceable and characterise these sites. This group
comprises the following categories (cat. nos 68-100, maps in
figs 383-385, marked in blue):
1. Water mills
2. Wine presses
. etal refineries
4. Dyeworks
5. Tanneries
6. Workshops of undetermined use that involved water.
inally a group of less elo uent finds i. e. those of
acti ities that are more difficult to determine but which
have been detected nevertheless (cat. nos 101-112, map in
fig. 386, marked in green):
1. Bonecarving workshops
2. Weaving workshop
3. Marble workshops
4. Mosaic workshops
. ndetermined workshops i. e. those that were described as such by their excavators, but for which no other
information was given that would allow their placement
in one of the other groups.

Lime Kilns
1
figs 59-62
Type: Lime kilns
City: latam nas
Area: North of the Castle
Address: rania site
Date: Early fourth century
Description: Two large, early fourth-century complexes of
kilns found at latam nas assumed to be connected with the
building activity of Galerius and Constantine I in Thessaloniki.
Fifteen cylindrical lime kilns were cut into the soft rock of
the hill, which, as it appears, were used at least twice. The
diameter of the cylindrical chambers for the production of
lime ranges from between 3 m and 4.5 m and its depth in
some cases e ceeds m. n the oor of the chamber an
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a ial elongated channel was cut on which a grid like oor
was based, consisting of two or three stone slabs. The vaulted
fire tunnel opened onto the hillside and was di ided into two
parts. The upper opening was at the level of the chamber’s
oor and the lower at the le el of the dug out channel. n
front of the chamber a stoke-area was cut in the rock used
for the collection of combustibles and for the workers to
operate in.
Bibliography: at. Thessaloniki
.
o erdou Tsigarida et al. Archaiologikes ereunes
illus.
figs
.
o erdou Tsigarida arag gik monada as estiou
esp.
.
drolia Archaiologikes ereunes.

Fig. 59

Fig. 60
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latam nas

latam nas

Fig. 61

latam nas

rania site plan of kilns

Fig. 62

latam nas

rania site kiln

and .

rania site plan of kilns on the cemetery s hill.

rania site plan of kiln .
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firing trench.

2
figs 63-64
Type: Lime kiln
City: Thessaloniki
Area: City centre (map: i
Address: Ancient Agora
Date: Seventh century
Description: hen the Ancient Agora lost its official character probably sometime in the se enth century the deion
was transformed into a rainwater reservoir and the surrounding rooms into workshops. The square room no. 6 north of
the scene no.
in fig.
was used initially as a workshop
for clay and metal vessels. Later the same room was used as
a lime kiln the only arly hristian one found in the city
apparently for burning marble from the ruined monuments
of the Forum to make lime.
Bibliography: elen s et al. rogramma Archaias Agoras
esp.
.

Fig. 63 Ancient Agora, plan. Room 6
highlighted.

Fig. 64 Ancient Agora, NW corner of the Agora.
The area north of the deion. ilns are marked.

3
figs 65-66
Type: Lime kiln
City: Thessaloniki
Area: City centre (map: 10j)
Address:
Tsimisk treet toa irsch
Date: Tenth to twelfth centuries
Description: Indications of a late Middle Byzantine lime kiln
were discovered during the salvage excavation conducted on
this site, lying close to the sea wall near the harbour.
Bibliography: Tsimpidou A l nit
ykidou toa irsch
. Tsimpidou A l nit ykidou uthymoglou ea
stoicheia.
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Fig. 65
Tsimisk
excavation.

Fig. 66

Tsimisk

treet

toa irsch general iew of the workshop.

4
figs 67-70
Type: Lime kiln
City: Thessaloniki
Area: City centre (map: 9j)
Address:
asile s rakleiou
Date: robably thirteenth to fifteenth centuries
Description: Parts of two blocks with luxurious fourth-century buildings that had undergone several changes in the Early
Christian period were unearthed during the salvage excavation on this site, lying at the junction of two ancient streets. A
sixth-century secondary glass workshop (cat. no. 64) was also
discovered at the site, along with several water pipes and reser oirs datable to the y antine and ttoman periods. ince
the ninth century the onastery of agia Theod ra to the
north of the plot was thriving and it is probable that the plot
was part of it. Among the aforementioned finds two large
dug-out, rectangular lime tanks were excavated, built with
bricks connected with lime mortar, partly exploiting walls and
the clay tiled oor of an older construction. They retained a
thick layer of lime on their walls. In the area adjacent to the
west of the tanks appro imately m
m an e tended
layer of shells comprising several sacks of shells was found.
In the same area a strongly-built well, or possibly a narrow
kiln, about 1 m wide was also found. In the well, a thick layer
of shells sealed with a layer of fill containing ate y antine
glazed pottery sherds and pottery stilts was found, indicating
pottery production in the area and offering a relatively secure
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treet

toa irsch plan of the

terminus ante quem for the shell finds. ifferent species of
shells were found (mainly oysters, some cockles and a few
pectens) and it was evident that they were subjected to
intensi e firing which resulted in their calcination. rom this
it can be assumed that shells were used in Late Byzantine
Thessaloniki, at least occasionally, for the production of lime,
in a similar way to that which has been identified in iddle Byzantine Butrint, and in Late Roman Berenike, already
known since the Bronze Age in the Eastern Mediterranean.
Bibliography: or the e ca ation see Akri opoulou asile s
rakleiou
.

Fig. 67

asile s rakleiou treet plan of the e ca ation.

Fig. 68

asile s rakleiou treet plan of the lime production area.

Fig. 69
asile s rakleiou treet photo of the layer of calcinated
shells as found in the well.

Fig. 70
asile s rakleiou treet photo of the area with the lime tank
and the well that contained a layer of calcinated shells.
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Ceramic Workshops
5
figs 71-72
Type: Ceramic workshop (possibly for bricks and roof
tiles)
City: Thessaloniki
Area: Eastern Necropolis (map: 9p)
Address: e phoros tratou useum of y antine ulture
plot
Date: Early Christian period
Description: Two rectangular pottery kilns with a central,
elongated post and parallel arcades orientated vertically to
the a is of the fire tunnel were unco ered among ate Roman tombs. They have been dated to the Early Christian
period on the basis of their construction technique, although
the depth to which they were cut and built might indicate a
much later date.
The first kiln preser es the largest part of its combustion
chamber . m
. m; ma . preser ed height . m
which is dug into the ground and its sides are coated with

mud, reinforced with pieces of roof tiles. The combustion
chamber is di ided into two parts by a brick wall m
. m parallel to the mouth of the fire tunnel. n this wall
and on the brick pilasters, which are formed on the external
long sides of the chamber, arches were based, bridging the
opening of the combustion chamber and supporting the
oor of the firing chamber. The niches . m wide that
were formed between the arches on the side walls and the
openings (0.16 m wide) on the central wall facilitated the circulation of air in the combustion chamber. Two pieces of the
firing chamber oor were found in the fill of the kiln.
The second kiln is almost totally destroyed. nly part of the
south-eastern side of the combustion chamber is preserved
length . m preser ed height . m and four of the pilasters which were built on the side walls on which arches
supporting the oor of the firing chamber were based.
Bibliography: alpant s
ikopedo
.
alpant s
ikopedo ouseiou
.

Fig. 72
e phoros tratou useum of y antine ulture plot
detail of the plan with the kilns.

Fig. 71
e phoros tratou
plan of the excavation.

6
figs 73-75
Type: Ceramic workshop (bricks and roof tiles)
Village: asilika
Area: SW of the Grammoustikeia watercourse
Address: ot no.
Date: arly hristian to ate y antine or ttoman period
Description: A semicircular brick firing kiln built in the late
arly hristian period disco ered in the illage of asilika
close to the Grammoustikeia watercourse where Byzantine
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useum of y antine ulture plot

water mills ha e also been found. The kiln . m
. m
was e ca ated at the northern part of an e ca ated field. The
partly preser ed oor of the firing chamber was supported by
four parallel posts built with bricks and placed at intervals of
. m. ast of the kiln and ad oining the oor of the firing
chamber the second oor of a firing chamber was disco ered, built with vertically placed bricks to form small irregular
spaces for the firing of smaller ob ects. outh of the kiln a
oor of hydraulic mortar was unco ered and a water reser oir

to supply the workshop s needs . m
m . This was connected to a second reservoir that was only traced on the edge
of the dig. From pottery sherds found on the site, dating from
the ate Roman to the ttoman period it is e ident that the

Fig. 73

asilika plot

workshop remained in use, undergoing consequent repairs,
from the late Early Christian period until the Late Byzantine
and early ttoman period.
Bibliography: Cat. Thessaloniki 2005, 11.

plan of the e ca ation and sections of the kiln.
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Fig. 74

asilika plot

iew of the kiln.

7
figs 76-86
Type: Ceramic workshop (bricks and roof tiles)
City: Thessaloniki
Area: Eastern Necropolis (map: 9n)
Address:
Tsimisk treet
A T
A playing field
Date: inth to fifteenth centuries
Description: The site was outside but very close to the eastern city walls, and very close to the sea where a small, protected cove was formed on the shore. Remains of a pottery
and brickyard operating in the y antine and ttoman era
were excavated, comprising four rectangular kilns, wells and
pits for digging out and washing clay.
iln . m
. m was used during the iddle y antine
period for the production of roof tiles. It is preserved in relatively good condition. The combustion chamber, which was
dug in the ground, is intact, with three brick-made arches
forming the central corridor of the combustion chamber.
ually well preser ed is the oor of the firing chamber. The
abo e ground firing chamber is only slightly preser ed. The
brick made fire tunnel is placed in the middle of the southern
side of the chamber. The most ancient well of the site was
located north of the kiln and has been dated to the seventh
century.
iln
. m
. m was used for the production of roof
tiles. A small wall had been constructed at the centre of the
combustion chamber to hold three twin-arches and form a
double combustion corridor. The kiln had two fire tunnels.
iln
. m
. m here only the lower part of the
combustion chamber is preserved. When it stopped being
used as a kiln the oor was pa ed with bricks and turned
into a clay-washing tank.
iln
. m
. m is in a state of relati ely good preser ation and can be dated to the early ttoman period. Two
fire tunnels are preser ed in the middle of each long side of
the kiln.
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Fig. 75

asilika plot

part of a workshop s cistern.

Several other features were also found at this site: basins dug
in the ground with sides made of burned clay, containing
ashes from the kilns; a well; and pits for digging out clay in
the area of kiln . A later rectangular building . m
. m
with a well attached to it was uncovered; the well had been
sunk in a Late Byzantine layer.
Bibliography: at. Thessaloniki
a
.
akirt is mports
ports and Autarchy
.

Fig. 76
tion.

Tsimisk

treet

A T

A playing field plan of the e ca a-

Fig. 77

Tsimisk

treet

A T

A playing field general iew of the e ca ation.

Fig. 78

Tsimisk

treet

A T

A playing field

iew of kiln .

Fig. 80

Fig. 79
Tsimisk
field plan of kiln .

treet

A T

A playing

Tsimisk

treet

A T

A playing field

Fig. 81
Tsimisk treet
playing field plan of kiln .

iew of kiln .

A T
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Fig. 82
Tsimisk
for clay washing III.

Fig. 83
Tsimisk
for clay washing III.

treet

treet

A T

A T

Fig. 86
Tsimisk treet
A T
kilns for firing building materials.
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A playing field

Fig. 84

Tsimisk

treet

A T

A playing field

iew of kiln

.

Fig. 85

Tsimisk

treet

A T

A playing field plan of kiln

.

iew of kiln reser oir

A playing field plan of kiln reser oir

A playing field kiln

potteries and
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figs 87-90
Type: Ceramic workshop (bricks and roof tiles)
City: Thessaloniki
Area: Western Necropolis (map: 9c)
Address: . ol niar
alanak and . apathanasiou treet
Date: Early Christian
Description: Two rectangular kilns for the production of
bricks and tiles at the south-western side of the site, discovered above a stratum of Late Roman (fourth century AD)
tombs. The first one is relati ely well preser ed while the
second is only barely preser ed. f the first kiln . m
2.45 m; preserved height 1 m), the rectangular combustion
chamber and its bell shaped fire tunnel at the southern side
of it remain. It is a plain pit dug in the ground, whose sides
are not built, but simply coated with mud and reinforced
with sherds of roof tiles. The chamber is divided into two
parts by a vertical brick wall (length 2 m; width 0.40 m) at the
middle of its northern side, and the two compartments communicate only from the fire tunnel side. At the western side
of the chamber three niches . m deep and . m wide
open at . m from the oor. At the eastern side four niches
(0.30 m deep and 0.24-0.29 m wide) open at 0.54 m from
the oor. The walls between the niches are built with bricks
that are radially arranged from a certain height up in order
to form the transversal, arcaded structure that supported the
oor of the firing chamber. These arcades also seem to ha e
rested on the brick wall of the chamber. Lines of parallel
intersecting groo es made by the artisan s fingers are still
visible on one place of the coating of the western side of the
chamber. Traces of a minimum height of a second kiln (preser ed dimensions are . m
. m are preser ed o er
a aulted tomb. n this kiln the niches stand on the oor of
the chamber. The fact that the kilns were found in the same
layer as the Early Christian graves leads us to accept the date
suggested by the excavator of the site and reject a much later
date that has been proposed.
Bibliography: alpant s ol niar
alanak
apathana
siou 403-406 esp. 405 illus. 9 pl. 226β, dated to the Early
hristian period.
or the dating of the workshop in ate
y antine or ttoman period see akropoulou Taphoi kai
taphes
nt.
.

Fig. 89

. ol niar

alanak and . apathanasiou treet iew of the kiln.

Fig. 87
. ol niar
of the kiln.

alanak and . apathanasiou treet plan and section

Fig. 88

alanak and . apathanasiou treet

. ol niar

iew of the kiln.

Fig. 90
. ol niar
alanak and . apathanasiou treet detail from the interior of the kiln fingerprints on the wall coating of the firing chamber.
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9
figs 91-96
Type: Ceramic workshop (bricks and roof tiles)
City: Thessaloniki
Area: Western Necropolis
Address:
iannits n treet map: 11b)
Date: ate y antine to ttoman
Description: Workshop for roof tiles and bricks discovered
during the salvage excavation conducted on the plot prior to
the construction of a multi-storey building. Two kilns dated to
the Byzantine period were unearthed. The kilns are two-storey rectangular constructions with the firing chamber abo e
a combustion chamber. The western one . m
. m
is dug . m deeper than the eastern one . m
. m.

Fig. 91

iannits n treet plan sections and iews of the kilns.
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The oors of the firing chambers are supported by fi e parallel brick arches while the fire tunnels of their stoke holes
are appro imately on the le el of the firing chamber. o
mo able finds were found in the kilns and their dating to
the Byzantine era is based on the reference in the Miracles
of Saint Dēmētrios to the site as the keramēsios kampos
(κεραμήσιος κάμπος, pottery plain). It adjoins those at the 91
and
onast riou treet plots cat. nos 10-11).
Bibliography: akropoulou iannits n
.
or the
dating of the workshop to the ate y antine or ttoman
period see akropoulou Taphoi kai taphes
nt.
and
nt.
.
ark
stikes anaskaphes
.

Fig. 92

Fig. 93

iannits n treet eastern kiln .

Fig. 94

iannits n treet western kiln .

Fig. 95

iannits n treet eastern kiln .

iannits n treet general iew of the e ca ation.
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Fig. 96

iannits n treet western kiln .

10
figs 97-98
Type: Ceramic workshop (bricks and roof tiles)
City: Thessaloniki
Area: Western Necropolis
Address:
onast riou treet map: 11b)
Date: Thirteenth to fifteenth centuries
Description: Remains of a ceramic workshop were discovered during salvage excavations prior to the construction of
a new building. At the north-western part of the plot, two
kilns were found that had been used for the production of
clay roof tiles and bricks. The workshop probably operated in
the fifteenth century and comprised part of the same workshop, of which the other kiln was uncovered to the west in

the ad oining plot at
onast riou treet cat. no. 11).
To the south it neighboured the workshop e ca ated at
iannits n treet cat. no. 9).
Both kilns are rectangular with their long axis orientated
north south. iln A has e ternal dimensions of . m
. m; and kiln of . m
. m. They are preser ed
standing a few centimeters higher than the oor of the firing
chamber. i e arches supported the oor of the firing chamber in both kilns. The arches of kiln A were 0.90 m wide and
those of kiln ranged from . m at the southern end up to
2 m at the northern end. Due to their large size, the northern
arches were reinforced with a supporting post in the middle
of the opening.
After their destruction, the pits of the kilns were used for
discarded wasters from the remaining kilns of the workshop. The excavator accurately believes that these two kilns
were abandoned prior to the one that has been excavated
at
onast riou treet cat. no. 1 . Remains of fired roof
tiles and bricks parts of unfired roof tiles some sherds of
fifteenth century gla ed bowls and a few sherds of large
plain vessels, probably from the same period, were collected
from the surroundings of the kilns. The better preserved kiln
B remains visible and accessible in the basement of the new
building.
Bibliography: akropoulou
onast riou
.
For the dating of the workshop to the Late Byzantine or
ttoman period see akropoulou Taphoi kai taphes
nt.
and
nt.
.

Fig. 97
onast riou
Street, plan of the kilns.
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Fig. 98

and

onast riou treet plan of the plots with the kilns.

11
figs 99-104
Type: Ceramic workshop (bricks and roof tiles)
City: Thessaloniki
Area: Western Necropolis (map: 11b)
Address:
onast riou treet
Date: Fifteenth century
Description: Structural remains of a workshop for roof tiles
and bricks that had been established in a previously unused,
free space on the clay ground of the area. It operated for a
long period of time before being abandoned when a nearby
seasonal watercourse ooded the area co ering it with a
thick layer of gravel that made the further extraction of clay
impossible. The kiln m
m is a two storey rectangular
construction. The oor of the firing chamber was supported

by parallel brick arcades orientated vertically to the axis of
the stoke-hole. The combustion chamber and the supporting brick arches (in plain, closely arranged brickwork) of the
oor of the firing chamber are reasonably well preser ed.
The oor itself is not preser ed because the entire structure
sits somewhat lower than its level. This workshop belonged
to the same unit with kilns found at
onast riou treet
(cat. no. 10) and they were in an adjoining plot with the kilns
at
iannits n treet cat. no. 9).
Bibliography: akropoulou
onast riou
.
leutheriadou et al.
stikes anaskaphes Thessalonik s
fig. .
or the dating of the workshop to the ate
y antine or ttoman period see akropoulou Taphoi kai
taphes
nt.
and
nt.
.
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Fig. 99

onast riou treet plan and sections of the kiln.

Fig. 100

onast riou treet iew of the kiln.

Fig. 101

onast riou treet iew and details of the kiln.
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Fig. 102

onast riou treet

iew and details of the kiln.

Fig. 103

onast riou treet iew and details of the kiln.

12
figs 105-106
Type: Ceramic workshop (bricks and roof tiles)
City: Thessaloniki
Area: Western Necropolis (map: 11c)
Address: onast riou treet in front of the ew Railway
Station, metro station dig
Date: Some parts Roman, others probably Late Byzantine
Description: Among other finds se eral new pottery kilns
were unearthed during salvage excavations conducted over
an e tended area of more than
m in front of the ew
Railway Station, necessitated by the construction of the shaft
of the metro station. These had been tentatively dated to the
medieval period.
Two rectangular ones and two ellipsoidal kilns were excaated along with a large
m
. m refuse pit for the
workshops. Parts of roof tiles, deformed masses of burnt
clay and masses of clay were found in the pit. Pottery sherds
ranging from the Hellenistic to Late Byzantine era along with
Roman and ttoman coins were also found.
iln is rectangular . m
. m and orientated
.
The combustion chamber is partly preserved. Its outer walls
were made of clay, reinforced in some areas with bricks and
roof tiles. ts oor sloping considerably towards the centre
was also formed with clay and bears the marks of intensive
firing. The pit of the stoke hole is on its
side. oal ashes
roof tiles and plain sherds were found in it.
iln to the east of iln is rectangular m
. m and
orientated NW-SE. It is in a relatively good state of preservation. The outer walls of the combustion chamber are made

Fig. 104

onast riou treet

iew and details of the kiln.

of clay and on their upper surface bricks and roof tiles are
added. Internally, it is divided into seven oblong compartments with six parallel walls built along a NE-SW axis. The
oor of the firing chamber is made of clay and preser es three
of the originally seven parallel double series of holes. Two
arched stoke-holes were found, one on each narrow side, SE
and NW. In a second phase of use these openings were reinforced and elongated, with one of them taking on the shape
of a funnel-like corridor that partly occupied the stoke-pit.
n the pits of both stoke holes remains of firing deformed
masses of burnt clay and masses of raw clay were found
along with remains of constructions that were connected
with the techniques of using the kiln.
Kilns 3 and 4 are built next to each other, to the north of kiln
2. They are smaller, ellipsoidal ones (diam. c. 1-1.5 m). Their
walls were made of clay. Broken pieces of roof tiles were
collected from their interior.
The date of the kilns cannot be established precisely because their typology remains identical over a long period of
time and the mo able finds from them co er a span of time
stretching from the Roman to the ttoman periods.
Two more rectangular kilns with s uare supports of the firing
chamber, both of them with double stoke-holes one on either
short side, were found in the site, dated to the Roman period.
In total, six kilns and six water reservoirs along with workshop
refuse ha e been unearthed in an area of
m.
Bibliography: Acheilara
TR Thessalonikis
esp.
. Acheilara
TR Thessalonik s
.
Acheilara
TR Thessalonik s
.
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Fig. 105
onast riou treet in front of the ew
Railway Station, metro station dig, view of kiln 1.

Fig. 106

onast riou treet in front of the ew Railway tation metro station dig

13
fig. 107
Type: Ceramic workshop (bricks and roof tiles)
City: Thessaloniki
Area: Western Necropolis (map: 13a)
Address: iannits n . a arak and a alas treet
Date: id fifth to early si th centuries; some possibly ate
Byzantine
Description: Five oblong pottery kilns and what may have
been a clay-washing basin were discovered during the salvage
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iew of kilns

.

excavation (2010-2011) conducted over an extended plot
covering parts of the Hellenistic and Roman necropolis. The
last firing of one of the kilns has been dated using archaeomagnetism and thermoluminescence to
A
.
Bibliography: amprothanas orant Ant niadou dos
iannits n.
annid s et al. hronolog seis roma k n
kli an n. Raptis rick and Tile roducing orkshops.

Fig. 107

iannits n

.

a arak

a alas treet plan of the e ca ation.

14
fig. 108
Type: Ceramic workshop (bricks and roof tiles)
City: Thessaloniki
Area: Western Necropolis (map: 9e)
Address:
rom the s treet
Date: Late Byzantine period
Description: A Middle Byzantine cemetery was discovered
above the ancient Roman necropolis during salvage excavations. At the north-western corner of the plot, part of
the fire tunnel and the combustion chamber of a seemingly
rectangular pottery kiln were identified. The construction of
the kiln had disturbed two Middle Byzantine graves, giving
a terminus post quem for its construction date. The kiln was
found filled with large bricks and roof tiles that were identified by the e ca ator as part of its superstructure.
Bibliography: ampanopoulou rom the s .

Fig. 108

15
figs 109-115
Type: Ceramic workshop (vessels and moulds)
City: Thessaloniki
Area: City centre (map: l
Address: Nauarinou Square, Galerius’ complex
Date: econd or first century BC to the first century A

Description: During the salvage excavation conducted on
the site, it was discovered that a pottery once operated in
the artisanal complex that was found under the palace of
alerius in the period between the second or first century
and the first century A . A horseshoe shaped clay kiln was
found under the mosaic oor of the north stoa of the com-

rom the s treet

iew of the kiln.
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plex. The kiln had been built with stone plastered with clay
and had a clay oor. t was used for firing moulds for metal
objects, probably statues. Fragments of many moulds were
found in the combustion chamber and in the fire tunnel.
Several of them were found with copper and slag residues.
The presence of a potter at the site is also indicated by uniform clay finds that ha e been located in the space between
the ctagonon and the ymphaion of the palace so called
Room . All these finds are dated to the period between
the second or first century
and the first century A .
Another, horseshoe-shaped pottery kiln was found under a

Fig. 109
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Roman villa located under the southern stoa of the palace.
The same, or a neighbouring pottery was also discovered in
a nearby plot (26 Pavlou Mela Street) to the south of Nauarinou Square. A pottery kiln was excavated here and also
dated to the second or first century
and the first century
AD (cat. no. 27).
Bibliography: aramper
hristodoulidou a afa To
anaskaphiko ergo
.
aramper
hristodoulidou
aleriano yngrot ma
pl.
β, γ.
aramper
hristodoulidou iachronikot ta
.
aramper
etallag
.

Nauarinou Square, Galerius’ Palace, plan with the designated areas of the workshops.
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Fig. 110

Nauarinou Square, Galerius’ Palace, general view of the excavation.

Fig. 111

Nauarinou Square, Galerius’ Palace, view from the north of the kiln on the northern stoa.
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Fig. 112

Nauarinou Square, Galerius’ Palace, view from the west of the kiln on the northern stoa.

Fig. 113

Nauarinou Square, Galerius’ Palace, view of the kiln on the southern stoa.
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Fig. 114 Nauarinou Square, Galerius’
Palace, view of the kiln at 26 Pavlou Mela
Street, at the southern part of the Galerian
complex.

Fig. 115

auarinou

uare

alerius

alace

iew of Room

east of

ctagonon with pottery s remains.
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fig. 116
Type: Ceramic workshop (vessels)
City: Thessaloniki
Area: City centre (map: k
Address:
. alaiologou treet
Date: Probably third century
Description: The remains of a large architectural complex,
probably a bath house that had been also disco ered at
alai n atr n ermanou treet and a large cesspit were
unearthed in a salvage excavation conducted on the plot.

Fig. 116

. alaiologou treet plan of the e ca ation.
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fig. 117
Type: Ceramic workshop
City: Thessaloniki
Area: West end (map: 9f)
Address:
a il treet
Date: Early Christian period
Description: The remains of the inner side of the city wall
and one tower were uncovered during the salvage excavation

116

Two construction phases were identified: the first one dated
to the third century AD; and the second to the reign of
Constantine I. It continued to be used throughout the Early
Christian period. Four rectangular rooms built with schist
pla ues and mud are dated to the first phase. A pit with clay
vessels, possibly indicating the presence of a pottery kiln on
the site, is dated to the same phase.
Bibliography: ourkoutidou ikolaidou . alaiologou
esp.
.
n the e ca ation generally see itti
oleodomik e eli
no.
fig.
.
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conducted on the site. Two Roman pottery kilns were unearthed near the wall. n the ad oining plot on
a il
Street (cat. no. 108) remains of a workshop were unearthed,
possibly connected with these finds.
Bibliography: a ritsas Anaskaphai kentrik s akedonias
505.

Fig. 117

a il

treet plan of the e ca ation.
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figs 118-119
Type: Ceramic workshop (vessels, bricks and roof tiles)
City: Thessaloniki
Area: East end (map: 6l)
Address: 30Α K. Melenikou Street
Date: Early Christian period
Description: A pottery built on the site of the early Roman
cemetery incorporated within the Early Christian city wall, utilising the water of a nearby stream, was discovered during sal-

vage excavations inside and adjacent to the eastern city walls.
The following are preserved: a reservoir for washing clay; two
pits; and a partly closed room made of wooden planks. Firing
chambers of two large rectangular kilns for firing essels and
building material (roof tiles and bricks) were also discovered.
The workshop underwent several reconstruction phases and
continued operating until the Byzantine period.
Bibliography: at. Thessaloniki
.
ark
stikes
anaskaphes
.
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Fig. 118

30a K. Melenikou Street, plan and section of the excavation.

a paucity of available information makes it impossible to present the findings as indi idual workshops. t is more preferable
therefore, to present these activities as four groupings of
industries, arranged according to their spatial distribution and
chronological sequence (figs 120-121).

Fig. 119

30a K. Melenikou Street, reservoir or basin for clay washing.
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figs 120-129
Type: Ceramic workshop (vessels)
City: Thessaloniki
Area: City centre (map: i i
Address: Ancient Agora
Date: Third century
to early second century ; first century
to first century A ; fifth to se enth centuries
AD
Description: The size of the site and the complexity of its
successive uses over a very long period of time coupled with
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a) North end of the east wing. Pits for extraction of clay were
dug during the period from the last quarter of the third century
to the early second century . These were filled relatively soon afterwards and private dwellings were built over
them 555. A refuse pit was located at the northern end of the
western part of the eastern stoa of the Agora, and adjoining
a complex of two kilns, which was sealed by a mid-fourthcentury mosaic oor fig. 122). Grinding-stones from handmills were found in the pit. From marks visible on the grinding-stones it can be reconstructed that they were re-used as
parts of pottery wheels ywheels and they can be di ided
into two different groups: i) those with nicks arranged triangularly (fig. 124), which were used in hand-turned wheels;
and ii) those with an ellipsoidal widening of their central
whole (fig. 123), which were used in foot-driven wheels (kick
wheels). It is datable to before the fourth century, evidently
before the end of the first century A when the use of the
space became official and may possibly be from the third to
second-century BC period of artisanal activity on the site. The
digging of pits for the extraction of clay and the building of

Adam elen

ekachron poreia

.

workshop rooms in the fifth century destroyed parts of the
mid fourth century mosaic oors 556.
A kiln was found under the oor of the central aisle of the
city’s mint at the edge of its southern wall. It is an irregular
oval in shape (max. diam. 1.50 m). Three of the originally
si makeshift pilasters that supported the oor of the firing
chamber are preserved. The construction of this kiln destroyed another earlier and similar kiln. ts firing mouth was
orientated towards the west. Nothing of the upper part of the
kiln is preserved (figs 125-126 . This find ob iously predates
the fourth-century mint and is probably from before the
first century A when the site gradually ac uired its official
character. It is possible that it is from the period of the third
or second century BC.
A complex of two kilns was discovered at the northern end
of the western part of the eastern stoa of the Agora. Its construction had destroyed a mid fourth century mosaic oor.
The kilns ceased to operate in the sixth century (fig. 122).
A brick built horseshoe shaped kiln . m
. m was
disco ered north of the deion at the southern end of the
north-eastern part of the eastern stoa of the Agora. The
opening of the kiln was orientated northwards. Three suri ing pilaster supports of a firing chamber oor fig. 127)
indicate that another kiln was later built on top of this one.
oth kilns are datable probably to later than the fifth century.
b) South side of the square. Pits for clay extraction were dug
sometime in the last quarter of the third century or the early

second century
and remained in use until the first century
AD. Early workshops consisting of makeshift pole-supported
constructions were found at the southern and western ends
of the square (fig. 128). These are dated to sometime before the end of the first century A when the shops were
built, but may date from the late third to second-century BC
period of artisanal use of the site. After the abandonment
of the Agora in the middle of the fifth century pits for the
extraction of clay were re-opened (fig. 129 . ther pits were
also found. From their size and differing levels, these communicating pits were evidently used for cleaning the clay by
precipitation.
c) South-eastern sector of the excavation (outside the Ancient
Agora at its southern edge). During the last quarter of the
third to early second century BC, pits for clay extraction were
dug and re filled shortly after.
d ast wing deion. ometime in the fifth century A the
area of the deion was used for artisanal acti ities where
e. g. large pits were dug (fig. 125).
Bibliography: Adam elen
ekachron poreia .
ala ria ol
tr matograhia .
ala anidou rgast riakes
chr seis
.
elen s et al. rogramma
Archaias Agoras
.
elen s Archaia Agora
.
elen s Adam elen Anaskaphes kai anst l tikes ergasies
.
e rgak
graphou tr matographia
.

Fig. 120 Ancient
Agora, general plan of
the excavation.

ala anidou

rgast riakes chr seis

.
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Fig. 121

Ancient Agora, general view of the excavation.

Fig. 122

Ancient Agora, NE end of the eastern stoa. Plan of the area of the Kilns and the pit with grinding stones.
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Fig. 123 Ancient Agora, grinding stone with a central mark of a secondary use
in the form of an elongated ellipse.

Fig. 124 Ancient Agora, grinding stone with marks of a secondary use arranged
in the form of an equilateral triangle.
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Fig. 125

Ancient Agora

Fig. 126

Ancient Agora, kiln 3.

122

corner of the Agora. The area north of the
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deion. ilns are marked with grey circles.

Fig. 127

Ancient Agora, kiln 6.

Fig. 128 Ancient Agora, makeshift pole-supported workshops at
the SW end of the plaza.

Fig. 129 Ancient Agora, plan of the SE corner of the Agora’s plaza.
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20
figs 130-131
Type: Ceramic workshop (probably for vessels)
City: Thessaloniki
Area: Western Necropolis (map: c
Address: . apatou . an ph and alanak treets
at the plot of the 66th Primary School
Date: Possibly Early Christian
Description: In 2004, two cisterns were discovered at the
site of the ellenistic and Roman cemetery. ne was arly
Christian and the other of a much later date. Four hearths
were also located. Two were semicircular ones (diam. 1.40 m
and . m with walls and oors made of brick that had been
distorted or partly molten by the high temperatures. The other
two were ellipsoidal . m
m and . m
. m makeshift constructions made with stone rubble and mud mortar.
Bibliography: akropoulou Taphoi kai taphes
nt.
identifies the finds as two arly hristian clay essel kilns.
. amprothanas site e ca ator personal communication.

Fig. 131
. apatou . an ph and
Elementary School, view of the kiln.

alanak

treet at the plot of the

th
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fig. 132
Type: Ceramic workshop (vessels)
City: Thessaloniki
Area: West end (map: f
Address:
trat gou oumpi t plot and
Agiou
m triou and
hil ta plot
Date: Eighth century
Description: The remains of an eighth-century pottery were
discovered above the ruins of Early Christian architectural
layers close to the western city walls. It was datable by an
early eighth-century coin found in its walls. In addition to
partial remains of mud-built walls, masses of raw clay and
fragments of defective, plain vessels, some of them probably
for transportation, were also found.
Bibliography: ousoula
nstantinidou Tourtas Agiou
m triou kai hil ta.
akropoulou To ergo.
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Fig. 130
. apatou . an ph and alanak treet at the plot of the
Elementary School, general plan and section of the excavation.

th

Fig. 132

trat gou oumpi ti treet general iew of the e ca ation.
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fig. 133
Type: Ceramic workshop (probably for vessels)
City: Thessaloniki
Area: West end (map: 10f)

Fig. 133

Address:
osk ph treet
Date: Ninth to tenth centuries
Description: Four large, probably vaulted, oblong commercial storehouses were found next to the south-western part
of the city wall. These were identical to the one discovered
in e ca ations conducted in the ad oining plot at
dekan sou treet. The commercial nature of the structures is
indicated by the large number of storage and transportation
vessels found there and due to their proximity to the city’s
Constantinian harbour. Within the enclosure of the later,
eleventh-century cemetery found on the site, a kiln and a
large section of a water pipe were unearthed. The kiln is circular diam. . m and built with rubble and mud. An intact
combustion chamber and a small part of the firing chamber
were discovered during the excavations. It has been assumed
that it was a pottery kiln.
Bibliography: at. Thessaloniki
.
ark picheir
matikot ta
.

osk ph treet plan of the e ca ation.
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figs 134-135
Type: Ceramic workshop (vessels)
City: Thessaloniki
Area: est end. ardariou ortress Top ane map: 11f)
Address: hrang n and osk ph treet
Date: Probably tenth century

Description: A pottery kiln was located to the east of and
very close to the rectangular tower at the junction of the
western city wall and the fortress of Top Hane, or Frourio
ardariou. t is a circular kiln diam. . m and the oor of
the firing room was probably supported by a central post. The
combustion chamber is preserved, made from rubble, bricks
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and clay mortar. Two large cut stones north-east of the kiln
form the fire tunnel. Traces of the firing chamber oor are
visible at its south-east side, traceable on the groove which
is preserved on the internal face of the walls of the kiln. Remains of itrified clay were noticed on the circumference of
the kiln. A wall supporting the firing chamber was found at
the east side of the kiln, indicating the instability of the kiln.

Fig. 134

hrang n and

At the same layer, some Byzantine and Post-Byzantine sherds
were found. n the fill of the kiln a coin of eo
was found, offering a general chronological indication for
the kiln.
Bibliography: ourkoutidou ikolaidou Tsioum
hrourio
ardariou
.
ark
ympl r matika archaiologika
stoicheia
illus. fig. .

osk ph treet plan of the Top ane fortress. The position of the kiln is marked. etails with plan of the tower and the kiln.

Fig. 135
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hrang n and

osk ph treet

iew of the kiln.
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figs 136-138
Type: Ceramic workshop (vessels)
City: Thessaloniki
Area: Centre. (map: 9h)
Address: gnatia treet eni elou etro tation e ca ation
Date: Eleventh to early twelfth centuries
Description: Remains of a pottery kiln in layers dated to the
eleventh or early twelfth century were discovered during the

e ca ations conducted for the eni elou etro tation. lay
bars of a pottery kiln were found. riginally they were partly
embedded in the walls of the kiln and formed the shelves on
which the essels were arranged for firing.
Bibliography: akropoulou et al.
TR kata to
.
akropoulou To ergo.
onstantinidou Raptis Archaeological Evidence of an 11th Century Kiln.

Fig. 136

gnatia treet

eni elou

etro tation e ca ation general plan of the e ca ation.

Fig. 137

gnatia treet

eni elou

etro tation e ca ation general iew of the e ca ation.

Fig. 138
gnatia treet eni elou
Metro Station excavation, view of the
workshop from above.
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fig. 139
Type: Ceramic workshop (vessels)
City: Thessaloniki
Area: est end. ardariou ortress Top ane map: 11g)
Address: ast of the Anaglyphou Tower lympiou iamant
Street)
Date: Byzantine

Fig. 139
ast of the Anaglyphon Tower
the pottery kiln highlighted.

Fig. 140

lympiou iamant

Description: Remains of a circular kiln, possibly with a central
post that supported the oor of the firing chamber were
found east of the Anaglyphou Tower ardariou ortress
sector, at the junction of the western wall and the sea wall.
Bibliography: ark
ympl r matika archaiologika stoicheia
illus. .

treet plan of the Top ane fortress. The position of the kiln is marked. etail with the e ca ated part of

Ancient Agora unfinished clay essels.
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figs 140-143
Type: Ceramic workshop (vessels)
City: Thessaloniki
Area: City centre (map: i
Address: Ancient Agora
Date: Late thirteenth to early fourteenth centuries
Description: The Ancient Agora gradually lost its official
character after the fifth century A and se eral workshops
and houses were built on the site. The shops along the street
on the south side of the Agora continued to operate at least
until the end of the Byzantine period. Since the 1960s, large
quantities of glazed pottery sherds have been found during
e ca ations conducted on the site. Among other finds a
large number of pottery stilts and unfinished bowls that
were prepared for glazing have been found, indicating that
there was a pottery in this area engaged in the production of
glazed tableware vessels. The well-known motifs of a bird in
profile concentric circles and schematised rinceau ha e been
recognised among the products of this area.
Bibliography: Adam elen Archaia Agora
esp.
.
at. onn
nos.
. apanikola akirt i .
npublished gla ed ceramic material in the useum
of Byzantine Culture (inv. no. BK 4614).

Fig. 141

Ancient Agora unfinished clay essel.

Fig. 143

Ancient Agora deformed and unfinished essels.
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Type: Ceramic workshop (vessels)
City: Thessaloniki
Area: City centre (map: 9l)
Address: Nauarinou Square, Galerius’ complex
Date: Thirteenth to fifteenth centuries

Fig. 142

fig. 109

Ancient Agora unfinished clay essel.

Description: Among the finds from the e ca ations conducted on the site in the
s and
s there are se eral
glazed bowls and pottery stilts, indicating the presence of a
pottery that produced glazed tableware vessels.
Bibliography: Unpublished. Personal observation and research of material from unpublished excavations.
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figs 263, 265
Type: Ceramic workshop (vessels)
City: Thessaloniki
Area: City centre (map: 9j)
Address:
asile s rakleiou treet
Date: ate y antine to possibly ttoman
Description: The junction of two ancient streets and parts
of two blocks with luxurious fourth-century buildings were
discovered during salvage excavations at the site. These had
undergone several changes in the Early Christian period.
Also on the site, a sixth-century secondary glass workshop
(cat. no. 64) was unearthed, as well as several water pipes
and reser oirs datable to the y antine and ttoman periods.
A number of pottery stilts and parts of a oor connected with
artisanal activity were also found. The Monastery of Hagia
Theod ra lying to the north of the plot ourished from the
ninth century onwards and it is probable that the plot was
part of it.

Fig. 144

130

19-21 Aristotelous Street, plan of the excavation.
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Bibliography: or the e ca ation see Akri opoulou asile s
rakleiou
. The finds are currently studie by
Prof. Melina Paisidou.
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figs 144-145
Type: Ceramic workshop (vessels)
City: Thessaloniki
Area: City centre (map: 9i)
Address: 19-21 Aristotelous Street
Date: Thirteenth to fourteenth centuries
Description: ainly ttoman and modern structures ha e
been discovered during the salvage excavations conducted on
the site. The oldest finds ha e been dated to the thirteenth
or fourteenth centuries, and among them many pottery stilts
have been found, indicating the presence of a pottery here.
At the same site, remains of a possibly nineteenth century
workshop, probably an olive press, were also discovered.
Bibliography: Makropoulou, Aristotelous 19-21, 501-503.

Fig. 145

19-21 Aristotelous Street, pottery stilts.
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figs 146-160
Type: Ceramic workshop (vessels)
City: Thessaloniki
Area: West end (map: 10h)
Address:
hrang n treet
Date: Thirteenth to fifteenth centuries
Description: Remains of a Late Byzantine pottery producing
glazed bowls were found during salvage excavations at the
site. Also found were what appear to be unfinished white
protomajolica vessels. Ruins of a Late Byzantine pottery were
unearthed at the north-eastern corner of the excavation. They
are constructed with at partly chiseled stones bricks and
mud as mortar preser ed length of . m to . m width
0.60 m). A large number of Late, Early and Post-Byzantine
glazed pottery sherds were collected from the area of the
workshop. These were mainly glazed bowls and dishes, but
also included some utilitarian and cooking vessels.
outh west of the workshop a rubbish pit
m
m
. m filled with pottery sherds was disco ered. nly
a few plain sherds were found, almost all of them were

defective glazed examples. Some of them bore engraved
decoration on white slip without glazing, others had been
overburnt and still had the stilts attached to them. More
than 300 fragments with overburnt glazing were discovered.
They comprise small and larger bowls, dishes and jugs. The
following groups of decoration can be discerned: 1) those
without engraved decoration, bearing shades of yellowish,
greenish and brown-yellowish glaze; 2) those with engraved
decoration executed with both narrow and wide strokes in
the form of concentric circles, spirals, tendrils and rosettes;
3) a few fragments bearing painted decoration, consisting
of spirals and tendrils. ragments of finished essels bearing
the same decoration were located in the pit and all over the
area of the workshop and ha e been identified as products
of the workshop. According to the excavators, the fact that
the workshop was located so close to the city’s port is an
indication of its importance and that its products were mainly
intended for export.
Bibliography: ark
hat i annid s hrang n
esp.
.

Fig. 146

Fig. 147

hrang n treet plan of the e ca ation.

hrang n treet general iew of the e ca ation.
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Fig. 148

Fig. 149

Fig. 150
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hrang n treet general iew of the e ca ation.

Fig. 151

hrang n treet groups of ate y antine gla ed essels.

Fig. 152

hrang n treet groups of ate y antine gla ed essels.

Fig. 153

hrang n treet groups of ate y antine gla ed essels.

hrang n treet groups of ate y antine gla ed essels.

hrang n treet groups of ate y antine gla ed essels.
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Fig. 154

hrang n treet groups of ate y antine gla ed essels.

Fig. 155

hrang n treet groups of ate y antine gla ed essels.

Fig. 156

hrang n treet groups of ate y antine gla ed essels.

Fig. 157

hrang n treet groups of ate y antine gla ed essels.

Fig. 158

hrang n treet defecti e gla ed essels from the refuse pit.
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Fig. 159

hrang n treet defecti e gla ed essels from the refuse pit.

Fig. 160

hrang n treet defecti e gla ed essels from the refuse pit.
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fig. 161
Type: Ceramic workshop (vessels)
City: Thessaloniki
Area: Upper city, near the north-western city wall (map: 5h)
Address: 3 Eurymedontos Street
Date: ate y antine to ttoman period

Fig. 161

Description: A Middle Byzantine wall was attached to the
enclosure of an Early Christian villa or monastery and was
partly carved and covered with plaster in order to be used as
part of a Middle or Late Byzantine workshop. Judging from
the large number of pottery stilts that have been found on
the site this was most likely a pottery.
Bibliography: Cat. Thessaloniki 2006, 5.

3 Evrymedontos Street, plan of the excavation.
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fig. 162
Type: Ceramic workshop (vessels)
City: Thessaloniki
Area: City centre (map:
Address:
gnatia and . akatselou treet
Date: Thirteenth century
Description: Sometime in the Middle Byzantine era, an openair metallurgical workshop operated here in the ruins of

a sixth-century public building. Discarded refuse and stilts
from a Byzantine pottery, along with important twelfth to
thirteenth-century pottery sherds, were found in a Byzantine
period pit at this location, indicating the operation of the
workshop in the area.
Bibliography: ark
ro l ma anagn s s
esp.
.

Fig. 162

gnatia and . akatselou treet plan and section.
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figs 163-167
Type: Ceramic workshop (vessels)
City: Thessaloniki
Area: East end (map: 6l)
Address: 30Α K. Melenikou Street
Date: Late thirteenth to early fourteenth centuries
Description: Salvage excavations conducted at 30A K. Melenikou Street indicate that a Late Byzantine pottery was
established here. It comprised two small, two-storey kilns
with a central post for the support of the oor of the firing
chamber two circular pits and a mudbrick wall. ne of the
kilns is preser ed almost completely height . m diam.
. m e en fi e of the holes on the oor of the firing cham

Fig. 163

30A K. Melenikou Street, plan and section of the excavation.

Fig. 164

30A K. Melenikou Street, view of the kiln.
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ber survive. Around the kilns, a considerable quantity of stilts
and unfinished essels bearing white coating but no gla ing
was found. Among them, bowls inscribed with a bird pecking
a tree were found, which are characteristic for late thirteenth
to early-fourteenth-century Thessalonian crafts. The workshop continued to operate during the ttoman period as
seen from a hearth, a pavement coated with lime mortar,
two shafts, a cesspit and two rubbish pits surviving from this
phase. ne of the kilns remains preser ed in the basement of
the new building. The site is adjacent to the eastern city wall
where an Early Christian pottery operated.
Bibliography: at. Thessaloniki
.
ark
stikes
anaskaphes
.

Fig. 165 30A K. Melenikou Street, view of the kiln.

Fig. 166 30A K. Melenikou Street, general view of the excavation.
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figs 168-169
Type: Ceramic workshop (vessels)
City: Thessaloniki
Area: East end (map: 5l)
Address: lympiados treet former Third ale ymnasium s
plot
Date: Thirteenth to fifteenth centuries
Description: e eral immo able finds were disco ered during salvage excavations conducted at the junction of Agiou
m triou and lympiados treets close to the eastern city
wall. The finds are mainly a few ate Roman
iddle and
Late Byzantine pottery sherds. In addition, three pottery stilts
along with Late Byzantine glazed pottery sherds found here
indicate the presence of a pottery in the area.
Bibliography: Cat. Thessaloniki 2002, 10.

Fig. 168
lympiados former Third
excavation.

ale

ymnasium s plot general iew of the
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Type: Ceramic workshop (vessels)
City: Thessaloniki
Area: East end (map: l

Fig. 167

Fig. 169

a .

elenikou treet unfinished clay essels.

lympiados former Third

ale

ymnasium s plot plan.

figs 170-177
Address: . ounar and asou treet today
Street)
Date: ate y antine to ttoman
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. ounar

Description: n the site of a large probably public Roman
building, on top of which Byzantine walls were found, an
ttoman workshop producing gla ed pottery was found.
The rele ant finds comprise nine pits fi e of which were lined

with stone masonry, used for the disposal of the workshop’s
refuse. ne of the pits in the south western part of the site
was assumed to be a kiln due to its special typology.
Bibliography: ouereph ounar assou
esp.
.

Fig. 171
. ounar and
asou treets today
.
ounar treet section drawings of the excavations.
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Fig. 170

.

ounar and asou treets today

.

ounar

Fig. 172
. ounar and asou treets today
Street), general view of the excavation.

.

ounar

Fig. 173
. ounar and asou treets today
Street), general view of the excavation.

.

ounar

treet plan of the e ca ation.
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Fig. 174
. ounar and asou treets today
unfinished essel.

.

ounar

treet deformed

Fig. 176
. ounar and asou treets today
unfinished essel.

.

ounar

treet deformed
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fig. 178
Type: Ceramic workshop (vessels)
City: Thessaloniki
Area: West end (map: 9f)
Address:
ephyr n treet
Date: Late Byzantine
Description: A fifth century metal workshop the base of a
fifth century monumental octagonal church and some pottery stilts were found during salvage excavations above a Roman or Early Christian house. The stilts indicate the operation
of a Late Byzantine pottery in the area.
Bibliography: ark
ephyr n
figs
.
at. Thessaloniki
.

37
figs 179-182
Type: Ceramic workshop (vessels)
City: Thessaloniki
Area: East end (map: m
Address: ppodromiou and anousogiannak . lateia ppodromiou on the plot of Agi n
nstantinou kai len s
Church
Date: Late Byzantine
Description: al age e ca ations were conducted in
prior to the building of the hurch of agioi
nstantinos
and len at the south east section of the Roman ippodrome at the junction of Ippodromiou Street and Manous-
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Fig. 175
. ounar and asou treets today
unfinished essel.

.

ounar

treet deformed

Fig. 177
. ounar and asou treets today
unfinished essel.

.

ounar

treet deformed

Fig. 178

ephyr n treet clay stilts.

sogiannak treet. ere a ate y antine or arly ttoman
cemetery was discovered and dated to sometime between
the fourteenth and si teenth centuries. Among the finds from
the site were a few pottery stilts, indicating the operation of
a Late Byzantine pottery in the area.

Bibliography: n the e ca ation of the site see Ale andr
ppodromiou kai anousogiannak
.
n the clay
finds from the site see a ylopoulou haritonidou
ram-

Fig. 179

ppodromiou and

anousogiannak

treet plan of the e ca ation.

Fig. 181
stilts.

ppodromiou and

anousogiannak

treet pottery

i ue d offrande
.
n some of the glass finds from
the site see Antonaras Two enetian essels
. Antonaras enetian lass ilgrim essels
.

Fig. 180
ppodromiou and
excavation.

anousogiannak

treet general iew of the

Fig. 182
stilts.

anousogiannak

treet pottery

ppodromiou and

38
fig. 183
Type: Ceramic workshop (probably for vessels)
City: Thessaloniki
Area: City centre, seafront (map: 10l)
Address:
e phoros ik s
hrysostomou myrn s
ro enou orom la
Date: Modern, probably nineteenth century
Description: After the demolition of the city wall in
the site was co ered with mortar and on the west profile of
the dig remains of a pottery kiln were visible; copper oxides
and refuse from the pottery were found in the fill.
Bibliography: Cat. Thessaloniki 2002, 14.

Fig. 183
e phoros ik s
hrysostomou myrn s
Street, plan and section of the excavation.

ro enou orom la
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figs 184-186
Type: Ceramic workshop (lamps)
City: Thessaloniki
Area: Eastern Necropolis (map: m
Address: Department of Theology, Aristotle University of
Thessaloniki
Date: Third to fourth centuries
Description: A rectangular building was excavated above
and among burial sites during excavations preceeding the
building of the Aristotle University Theological Department in
. This was identified by the e ca ator as a warehouse .
Several construction phases of the building have been established. It was dated, at least partly, to the Early Byzantine era,
as its walls rested on graves largely datable to the tetrarchic

period and a few of them to the reign of Justinian I. Clay
moulds for clay lamps, which can be dated to between the
second half of the third century and the end of the fourth
century, were found embedded in the warehouse walls. In
conjunction with the clay vessels and clay water pipes found
on-site, the excavator was led to the assumption that it was
a commercial building situated near or on the site of a clay
lamp workshop. From the eastern necropolis, possibly from
the same excavation, comes another clay mould for a clay
lamp that can be dated to the end of the fourth century .
Bibliography: etsas Theologik chol
pl.
β,
356α, γ, ε. Ant naras R ma k kai palaiochristianik yalourgia
nt.
on the moulds and their parallels.
at. Thessaloniki

Fig. 184
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b

no. .

Theological Department of AUTH, plan.

Fig. 185 Theological Department of AUTH, general
view of the excavation.

Fig. 186 Theological Department of AUTH, clay
moulds and fragments of clay lamps.
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40
figs 187-188
Type: Ceramic workshop (lamps)
City: Thessaloniki
rokr n
Area: Western necropolis (map: 11a)
Address: hrysospath and onachou amou l treet
Date: Fourth to sixth centuries
Description: In the city’s western necropolis, on a site with
burial complexes and individual graves dated to between the

Fig. 188
hrysospath and
excavation.

onachou amou l treet general iew of the
Fig. 187

41
figs 189-193
Type: Ceramic workshop (lamps)
City: Thessaloniki
Area: City centre (map: i
Address: Ancient Agora
Date: ate first century
to first century A ; late third to
early fourth centuries
Description: More than 3,000 clay lamps were found during
excavation of the Agora, dating from the Hellenistic period to
the si th or se enth centuries A . i e large lamps all identical and unused and a mould found in the Agora s pla a
are taken as e idence of late first century
local production.
Fragments of lamps made in the same mould were found in
the southern part of the s uare in a late first century
to
first century A layer. This layer included workshop detritus
e. g. moulds for clay figurines and so may suggest that the
lamps were produced locally, possibly using imported moulds.
At least three clay-lamp moulds were unearthed in the area of
the deion in the Agora dating from between the late third
Fig. 189 Ancient Agora, clay
mould for a clay lamp.

Fig. 190 Ancient
Agora, clay mould for a
clay lamp.
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fourth and the sixth centuries, excavations at the north-western corner of a complex revealed clay lamp sherds, one mould
for clay lamps and a clay sherd with a Christogram.
Bibliography: Cat. Thessaloniki 2002, 13.
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hrysospath and

onachou amou l treet plan of the e ca ation.

century to the fifth century: the rim of the disc from an almond-shaped lamp and the mould of its upper part, originally
dated to the third century AD. This is identical to a lamp that
was found in the Agora of Athens and it is indicative either of
the trade in moulds or of the faithful replication of Athenian
prototypes by a local workshop (figs 189, 190); 2) part of the
mould of a lamp’s upper part decorated with a raised rosette
with pointed leaves (fig. 191); and 3) part of the mould of a
lamp’s upper part decorated with relief ribs between grooves
and raised dots (figs 192-193).
Bibliography: Adam elen
ychnoi
no.
fig. . Adam elen et al. Archaia Agora
esp.
figs α-γ-10α-γ.
e rgak
graphou tr matographia
esp.
.
ala ria ol
tr matographia
esp.
. Adam elen
ychnoi
esp.
no.
fig. .
elen s oulou apad m triou achariad s ychnaria.
elenis achariadis
amps from Thessaloniki s Agora
.

Fig. 192

Fig. 191

Ancient Agora, clay lamps and a clay mould.

Ancient Agora, clay mould for a clay lamp.

42
figs 194-195
Type: Ceramic workshop (figurines)
City: Thessaloniki
Area: Eastern Necropolis (map: n
Address: orth ate of
Date: First century
Description: Architectural remains relating to artisanal activity were found among several third and fourth-century
gra es namely:
a rectangular medie al cistern . m
5.5 m, max. preserved height 1 m) and part of the clay pipe
that supplied the cistern with water fourth and fifth century bronze coins were found in the cistern; 2) a lime pit
(diam. 1 m) containing lime residue; 3) remains of a possibly
first century clay figurine workshop comprising a room m
m co ered with a thick layer of the remains of the workshop s destruction by fire. A large number of identical clay
figurines of animals such as dogs bulls and a cockerel along
with a first century clay lamp were disco ered.
Bibliography: Trakosopoulou h ros
T
pl.
. Trakosopoulou Anaskaph
T
illus. fig. .
n the pottery of the plot see ant
eramik
.

Fig. 193 Ancient Agora, clay mould for a clay lamp.
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Fig. 194

orth

ate of

plan of the e ca ation. The cistern is highlighted.

Fig. 195

orth

ate of

general iew of the e ca ation.
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figs 196-199
Type: Ceramic workshop (figurines)
City: Thessaloniki
Area: City centre (map: i
Address: Ancient Agora
Date: Third second and first centuries
; first century A
Description: ore than
figurines almost all of them in
a fragmentary condition, were found in the Agora, predominantly in the area of the open plaza. They mostly depict female figures with only a few male ones. The most numerous
group among the figurines are those of goddesses and gods
with fewer representations of mythological beasts, animals
and buildings. Parts of moulds representative of all types and
especially of the Mother of the Gods are preserved. Their
fragmentary condition complicates their dating, especially as
similar types appear from Hellenistic to Roman times. However, some do bear clearly Augustan characteristics (fig. 196).
Furthermore, at the southern end of the square, in a layer
datable to the transition from the first century
to the first
century A clay moulds for clay figurines were disco ered
along with clay lamps made in the same mould.
A considerable number of clay figurines were found in the
area of the eighth shop of the commercial street on the
southern side of the Agora. Furthermore, the presence of a
large number of clay moulds for the production of clay figurines, in conjunction with the pits and post holes opened in
sterile soil, along with a large quantity of raw clay remains,
indicates artisanal activity in this area at the end of the middle
Hellenistic period. These early artisanal facilities were housed
in makeshift pole-supported structures. Finally, many fragments of clay figurines along with their clay moulds were
found in a workshop pit dug in sterile soil outside the Agora
in the insula south of the southern commercial street.

Bibliography: Adam elen
ychnoi
esp.
. Adam elen et al. Archaia Agora
esp.
figs α-β α-β.
ol
kiadaress s tr mato
graphia
esp.
fig.
nt.
in p.
.
ala anidou rgast riakes chr seis
esp.
.
e
r gak
graphou
tr matographia
esp.
.
graphou egal
tera esp.
. A wide selection
of moulds is exhibited in the Museum of the Ancient Agora.

Fig. 196

Fig. 197

Ancient Agora

Ancient Agora

ellenistic and Roman clay figurines.

ellenistic and Roman clay figurines.
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Fig. 198

Ancient Agora

ellenistic female figurine from the southern wing.

Fig. 199 Ancient Agora moulds for figurines from the southern wing.

Metalworking
44
figs 200-201
Type: Metalworking
City: Thessaloniki
Area: City centre (map: k
Address: 91 Philippou Street
Date: Hellenistic
Description: A large and luxurious house and a nymphaion
with mosaic oors were unearthed in the insula surrounded
by the streets hilippou ragoum ordanid and Arrianou.
Two structural phases ha e been identified: the first one
dated between the mid-third and mid-fourth century AD after
the house’s decorative murals; and the second one dated to

Catalogue of the Archaeologically Attested Workshops

between the middle of the fourth century and the early fifth
century after numismatic evidence.
Many Hellenistic pottery sherds and the remains of a Hellenistic metallurgical workshop were found in deeper strata to
the west of the nymphaion, at the eastern part of the site.
At the north-western part, other remains of artisanal activity
were also found, indicating the artisanal use of this area, a
long time before the house was built on the site.
Bibliography: a aras ees toichographies
.
okotopoulou ea hilippou
illus. pl.
β,
214α-γ.
itti oleodomik e eli
nt.
.

Fig. 200

91 Philippou Street, plan.

Fig. 201

91 Philippou Street, general view.
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45
figs 109-110, 202-204
Type: Metalworking
City: Thessaloniki
Area: City centre (map: 9l)
Address: Nauarinou Square, Galerius’ complex
Date: econd or first century
to the first century A
Description: A metallurgical workshop operated in the period between the second or first century
and the first
century AD in the artisanal complex that was discovered
under the palace of Galerius. A horseshoe-shaped clay kiln
(cat. no. 15 found under the mosaic oor of the north stoa

of the comple was used for firing moulds for metal ob ects.
Successive layers of moulds for casting statues were found in
the firing chamber the fire tunnel and the wider area. ron e
residue was found within them. A considerable number of
glazed bronze masses were also found in the same place.
This kiln was the heart of an extended artisanal complex that
included a workshop for processing metals, a pottery and a
dyeworks. All these are dated to between the second or first
century
and the first century A .
Bibliography: aramper
hristodoulidou a afa To
anaskaphiko ergo
fig. .

Fig. 202

Nauarinou Square, Galerius’ palace, view of the kiln on the northern stoa.

Fig. 203

Nauarinou Square, Galerius’ Palace, clay moulds for metal objects, probably statues.
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Fig. 204

Nauarinou Square, Galerius’ Palace, clay moulds for metal objects, probably statues.

46
fig. 205
Type: Metalworking
City: Thessaloniki
Area: East end (map: l
Address: 2 L. Iasonidou Street
Date: Early fourth century
Description: Remains of a workshop, probably for processing metals, were found in the north-western part of the site.
The finds comprise a kiln and two water pipes made with
rubble and stone that traverse the site from N-W to S-E.
Their oor is made of bricks marked with
shaped lines

of fingerprints characteristic for the period of the Tetrarchs.
Some mud-mortar walls preserved on the site also belong to
the workshop. The workshop was found in an early fourth
century layer, and it operated apparently until the late fourth
or early fifth century. n the fifth century one public and one
private building, sharing the same courtyard, were built on
the site. At the site, a workshop with water installations of
undetermined use operated sometime between the tenth and
the fifteenth centuries cat. no. 96).
Bibliography: ark asonidou
.

Fig. 205 2 L. Iasonidou Street, plan
of the excavation.
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Fig. 206
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ephyr n treet plan of the e ca ation.

47
figs 206-208
Type: Metalworking
City: Thessaloniki
Area: West end (map: 9f)
Address:
ephyr n treet
Date: irst half of the fifth century
Description: e eral finds were made during sal age e ca ations at this site lying north of the hrys
ate and close to
the western city wall in the first insula on the first decumanus
street to the north of the Decumanus Maximus 1) A house
built in the Roman Imperial period, comprising at least three
large rooms opening onto a central square atrium. The eastern room was decorated with wall paintings imitating marble
incrustations and had a mosaic oor. After the destruction
of the house at the end of the fourth century, the ruins were

Fig. 207
workshop.

ephyr n treet general iew of the

Fig. 208
workshop.

ephyr n treet general iew of the

used during the fifth century as a workshop for smelting and
metal refining and probably also for the production of metal
objects. A clay well-like kiln for smelting metals was found
here. Flat, stone grinders and metalworking tools were also
found on the site. 2) An Early Christian lead water pipe with
the stamped inscription ΦΙΛΟΔΕΣΠΟΤΟΥ was found under
the street on which the Roman house was built (fig. 11).
e eral mure shells were found in a part of the street
which was used along with the court of the workshop for
depositing building materials. The ruins of the house and
workshop were buried by the foundations of the monumental octagonal church that was built adjacent to the site (N-W
corner in the fifth century.
Bibliography: ark
ephyr n
figs
.
at. Thessaloniki
. Rapt s rgast ria
.
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48
figs 209-211
Type: Metalworking
City: Thessaloniki
Area: City centre (map:
Address: Egnatia Street, Agias Sophias Metro Station excavation

Fig. 209

Date: Late Roman / Early Christian period
Description: A circular kiln (diam. 1.25 m), built with bricks,
was unearthed during the salvage excavations at the site of
Agias Sophias Metro Station. In the kiln, slag and some stone
and metal tools were found.
Bibliography: aisidou asiliadou T e ren
TR
262.

Egnatia Street, Agias Sophias Metro Station excavation, the Roman and Early Byzantine Via Regia.

Fig. 210 Egnatia
Street, Agias Sophias
Metro Station excavation, view of a Late
Roman kiln.
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Fig. 211 Egnatia Street, Agias Sophias Metro Station excavation, view
of a Late Roman building, probably a
workshop.

49
figs 212-216
Type: Metalworking (state mint)
City: Thessaloniki
Area: City centre (map: i
Address: Ancient Agora
Date: ourth to fifth centuries
Description: Among the other public and official acti ities located in the Agora, e. g. the city’s archives, it has been proven
that the city’s mint was also here, at the northernmost part of
the Agora’s eastern wing. The evidence for this comes from

four metal kilns found north of the deion on the forum s
eastern wing. In one of the kilns, parts of at least sixteen
moulds for coin blanks were found.
ne of the kilns kiln A was found on the eastern side of the
southern walkway of the mint and only its base is preserved.
It was rubble-built on a square ground plan and circular inside
diam. . m . The fire tunnel was orientated to the west.
nly four of the pilasters that supported the oor of the firing
chamber survive, being those adjacent to the walls of the kiln.
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Mid-fourth-century bronze coins were found in front of the
kiln indicating its period of use.
The second kiln kiln was found in the first room north of
the deion. t was brick built with two straight sides and an
elliptical wall facing the opening, which was most probably
placed on the east side. This part of the kiln was later de-

stroyed during the construction of a lime pit. Traces of bronze
smelting were detected in this kiln, probably remains of the
casting of the coin blanks for the mint.
Bibliography: elen s To nomismatokopeio
.
alaanidou rgast riakes chr seis
. h tiadou lines
m tres kop s nomismat n
.

Fig. 212 Ancient
Agora, plan with the
mint marked.

Fig. 213 Ancient
Agora, the mint, plan
of the area north of the
deion.
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Fig. 214 Ancient Agora, the mint, plan
and section of the mint.

Fig. 215 Ancient Agora, the mint, plan of the kilns A, B, C, D.
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Fig. 216

Ancient Agora, the mint, pieces of moulds for coins.

50
figs 217-220
Type: Metalworking
City: Thessaloniki
Area: City centre (map: i
Address: Ancient Agora
Date: Probably seventh century
Description: When the Ancient Agora was destroyed, the
area of the deion was transformed into a rainwater reser oir
and the surrounding rooms into workshops, probably sometime in the seventh century. The square room to the north
was used initially as a workshop for clay and metal vessels and
later on for the production of lime. A circular kiln was discovered at the northern end of the excavated part of the eastern
wing of the forum to the north of the deion. Amorphous
masses of clay and metal (possibly copper or bronze) were
found in the kiln. At least two cylindrical clay-melting pots, a
slender and a wider one, were also found. These contained
metal residue, again either copper or bronze. It has been
assumed that the kiln contained smelted copper used for
casting objects.
Furthermore, several stone and clay moulds for the production of jewellery were found in the shops of the Agora.
These were moulds for spherical buttons, rings, amulets
(in discoid, rectangular, square, star-shaped and pyramidal
shapes), plates with beaded and other geometrical patterns
on them and reek crosses with the words Φ Σ« and
Ζ Η
ight and ife on their finials.
Bibliography: elen s et al. rogramma Archaias Agoras
esp.
.
ala anidou rgast riakes chr seis
esp.
.
oulds as well as melting pots are
exhibited in the Museum of the Ancient Agora.

Fig. 217 Ancient Agora, plan with
metal workshop marked.
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Fig. 218 Ancient Agora,
plan of the area north of
the deion.

Fig. 219

Ancient Agora, kiln E.
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Fig. 220

Fig. 221

urroundings of the Agios

m trios asilica plan of the basilica.

51
figs 221-223
Type: Metalworking
City: Thessaloniki
Area: City centre (map: i
Address: urroundings of agios m trios asilica
Period: Probably Early Christian
Description: A set of fi e small conical melting pots made
of micaceous clay (heights ranging from 3 cm to 6.5 cm and
rim diameters from 2 cm to 5 cm) were found during the
excavations conducted in the area of the complex of Hagios
m trios. Two of them are the si e of a thimble one of
them containing . ml and the other one . ml. The other
three pots have the size of small cups, one of them containing
ml and the other two . ml each. These would
indicate some metallurgical activity that was also probably
connected with the role of this church as a famous pilgrimage centre, or, less probably, indicates the presence of a
goldsmith on the site. nly one of the smaller pots retains a
layer of smelted metal, while the remaining four are entirely
without residue, seemingly unused, although there are signs
of burning on their exterior.
Although the olume of the melting pots is well defined
the weight of different metals that they could contain varies
considerably. Figures for the most probable metals are given
for each one of the melting pots in the following table:
Reg. no.

Vessel’s
Volume
. ml
4.5 ml
ml
42.5 ml
42.5 ml

Fig. 222

160

urroundings of the Agios

m trios asilica melting pots.
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Ancient Agora, melting pots.

Gold
.
.
.
.
.

Silver
g
g
g
g
g

.
.
.
.
.

Copper Lead
g
g
g
g
g

34 g
40.3 g
331.5 g
. g
. g

43.3 g
51 g
419.9 g
. g
. g

A stone mould, probably for metal eulogiae, was also found
in the same basilica (fig. 30), providing yet more evidence for
artisanal activity connected to pilgrimage within the architectural comple of agios m trios.
Bibliography: at. Athens
no.
. ampanis .

52
figs 224-226
Type: Metalworking
City: Thessaloniki
Area: Upper city, Koule Kafe (map: 6j)
Address:
y
treet
Date: Dark Ages or Middle Byzantine period (seventh to ninth
centuries)
Description: A metal workshop was discovered in the
north-western part of an area that had been used for the
building of houses since the Roman period up until the reign
of ustinian . t comprises a room m
m with a small
reser oir . m
. m and connecting water pipe. The
room is oored with marble spolia. The entrance to the workshop is in the middle of the western wall and a massive
marble threshold is preserved. The amount of iron slag found
indicates that the workshop was a forge. A hearth
cm
40 cm) to the left of the entrance is connected with the workshop. Forging also took place towards the southern part of
the site, where an Early Christian wall was demolished and
a second melting kiln was constructed in its place. Parts of
the workshop seem to include a well (diam. 1.2 m), which is
hewn from the rock outside the building and a drainage pipe
found outside the thick walls width . m that enclose the
whole site.
Bibliography: at. Thessaloniki
.
arydas
Anaskaphes Agias ophias kai y
.

Fig. 225

y

treet

iew of the cistern and water pipe.

Fig. 223

Fig. 224

urroundings of the Agios

y

m trios asilica stone seal rear side.

treet plan of the e ca ation.
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Fig. 226

y

treet iew of the pa ement of the cistern.

53
Type: Metalworking?
City: Thessaloniki
Area: City centre (map: l

figs 227-228

Address: Agap s treet
Date: Middle Byzantine (probably eleventh century)
Description: In the Middle Byzantine period, at least two
houses were built on the site of an Early Christian house with
mosaic oors and a small bath. ound in the fill from this
period were several coins, much Middle Byzantine white-clay
glazed pottery tableware (vessels) and cooking pots dated to
the last decade of the eleventh century. The site was turned
into a cemetery in the Late Byzantine period. A Middle Byzantine glass workshop also operated here. Among the workshop’s detritus, two black, polished touchstones were found,
possibly indicating the presence of a jeweller or goldsmith
as well. Microscopic traces of gold have been found on the
touchstones.
Bibliography: at. Athens
no.
. anonid s .
n the e ca ation see anonid s Agap s
.
n
iddle y antine clay finds see anonid s
eso y antin
ephyal men keramik
.
n the finds of the glass workshop, see Antonaras, Production and Uses of Glass 193 pl. 15.

Fig. 227
cavation.
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Agap s treet plan of the e -

Fig. 228

Agap s treet general iew of the e ca ation.

54
fig. 229
Type: Metalworking
City: Thessaloniki
Area: City centre (map: 6i)
Address:
lympiados treet
Date: Probably Middle Byzantine
Description: A metal-smelting workshop was discovered in
the backyard of a fourth or fifth century illa with a triclinium
and colonnaded atrium during salvage excavations. It consists
of makeshift rubble constructions, containing built furnaces,
thick clay melting pots, water pipes and rock-cut cisterns. A
rectangular built water reser oir m
m with a central
cleaning hole, probably belonged to a thread dyeworks.
Bibliography: ark
lympiados
.

55
figs 230-231
Type: Metalworking
City: Thessaloniki
Area: Acropolis (map: 2j)
Address: 3 D. Tzacheila Street
Date: Ninth to tenth centuries
Description: Three rectangular reser oirs m
. m;
m
. m; and m
. m respecti ely coated with
hydraulic mortar were found in the ruins of the diaconicon of
an Early Christian basilica that was reconstructed at the end
of the sixth or in the seventh century. Sometime in the eighth
to ninth centuries one of them was abandoned and filled
with rubble. The other two were turned into what appear to
be metal-smelting kilns as the conical iron masses and other
traces of burning in their interior would indicate. They were
coated with whitish plaster during their transformation and
their mortar oors were transformed into a firing chamber s
perforated oor which was supported by . m high posts.
Five posts on the northern wall and four on the southern wall

Fig. 229

lympiados treet plan of the e ca ation.

are preser ed. At a later date another oor of stones and
bricks was added on top of the initial one.
Bibliography: ark T acheila
figs
.
nstantinidou eotera stoicheia
esp.
where the workshop is dated to the ttoman period.
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Fig. 230 3 D. Tzacheila Street, plan and section of
the excavation.

Fig. 231 3 D. Tzacheila Street, general view of the
excavation.

56
figs 232-233
Type: Metalworking
City: Thessaloniki
Area: City centre (map: h
Address:
eni elou treet
Date: Middle Byzantine period
Description: Byzantine workshops operated on the site of
an important and luxurious Early Christian building, which

164
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was probably destroyed by fire in the se enth century. The
evidence for this comes from the stone base of a press and
burnt masses of metal that were found on the site, indicating a forge or some workshop relevant to the production or
processing of metal products.
Bibliography: issas eni elou
esp.
.

Fig. 232
eni elou treet plan and section of
the excavation.

Fig. 233
excavation.

eni elou treet general iew of the

57
figs 234-235
Type: Metalworking
City: Thessaloniki
Area: City centre (map:
Address:
gnatia and . akatselou treet
Date: Seventh to twelfth centuries
Description: Three water pipes and a clay kiln for metal
smelting indicate the operation of an open-air workshop on

the ruins of a sixth-century public building. The walls of the
kiln diam. . m height . m comprise si large tegulae
roof tiles placed vertically. An extensive layer of ash was
found around the kiln.
Bibliography: ark
ro l ma anagn s s
fig.
illus. 5.
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Fig. 234

gnatia and

. akatselou treet plan.

Fig. 235

gnatia and

. akatselou treet

iew of the kiln.

58
figs 146-147
Type: Metalworking
City: Thessaloniki
Area: City centre (map: 10h)
Address:
hrang n treet
Date: Tenth to thirtheenth centuries
Description: Remains of Middle Byzantine chambers, dated
sometime after the sack of the city in 904, were discovered
above the ruins of a sixth-century public building. These
chambers comprise makeshift walls and oors co ering the
entire area of the excavation. The nature of the artisanal
acti ities that took place here is identifiable from the metallurgical refuse discovered in two pits. A water pipe and a well
are also ascribed to the same period.
Bibliography: ark
hat i annid s hrang n
esp.
.

59
figs 136-137, 236-237
Type: Metalworking
City: Thessaloniki
Area: City centre (map:
Address: gnatia treet eni elou etro tation e ca ations
Date: Middle Byzantine period (eleventh to twelfth centuries)
Description: ca ations in gnatia treet at the eni elou
etro tation site unco ered finds indicating that se eral
shops and workshops operated along the main street of the
city, known to the Romans as the Decumanus Maximus and
the Byzantines as the Leōphoros. This was, at least during the
arly hristian period anked by colonnades and wide pa ements. The wide variety of goods being produced and / or sold

Fig. 236
gnatia treet
bronze cross.

eni elou

etro tation e ca ation

iddle y antine

locally is shown by finds of a small pointed clay melting pot;
moulds for the production of metal jewellery, apparently of
bronze; and a large number of identical examples of bronze
crosses, rings and bracelets. Glass bracelets, some of them
with painted decoration, were also found in these shops.
Among the metal objects produced on the site, according
to the moulds unearthed there, the following types can be
identified:
1. crosses: larger, seemingly Latin ones and a smaller type of
a Greek cross with rounded dotted arms, with several bronze
examples known from Late Byzantine cemeteries of the city;
2. crescent-shaped earrings: a) one type with two-lobed upper part being accentuated at the ends with globular beads;
the surface of the body is decorated with rows of interchanging dotted squares and circles. In the middle of the body’s
lower part the suspension system for two movable elements
is visible; b) the second type is distinguished by a four-lobed
upper part, and each end is also accentuated by a globular
bead. n the body within a beaded band is inscribed an
obscure motive, possibly two birds facing one another. In the
middle of the body’s lower part the suspension system for
two movable elements is visible;
3. ribbed buttons;
. discoid clasps bearing the figure of a bird;
5. beaded rings;
6. dotted discoid elements, possibly meant to be used as
applied rosettes.
Bibliography: akropoulou et al.
TR kata to
.
akropoulou To ergo.
akropoulou
nstantinidou
TR Thessalonik s
tathmos eni elou.

Fig. 237
gnatia treet
glass bracelet.

eni elou

etro tation e ca ation

iddle y antine
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fig. 238
Type: Metalworking
City: Thessaloniki
Area: City centre (map: 6k)
Address:
h takou treet
Date: ttoman
Description: A ruined twelfth century water reservoir that
had been partly filled during the ttoman period was disco ered during salvage excavations conducted here prior to the
construction of a new building. In the same layer, signs of a
forge a firing pit and a well were also found indicating
the workshop’s period of operation.
Bibliography: ark
h takou
.

Fig. 238

h takou treet plan of the e ca ation.

Glass Workshops
61
figs 239-242
Type: Glass workshop
City: Thessaloniki
Area: City centre (map: i
Address: Ancient Agora
Date: arly hristian probably fifth to si th centuries
Description: Some evidence of secondary glassworking was
discovered during the earliest excavations of 1962 and 1966
at the site of the Ancient Agora. This comprised small fragments of raw glass and a small part of the furnace, i. e.
lime mortar co ered with a fine layer of greenish glass as
well as deformed masses of glass.
Bibliography: Ant naras R ma k kai palaiochristianik yalourgia
. Ant naras alopoiia kai yalourgia
.
Antonaras lass orking Acti ities .

Fig. 239 Ancient Agora, small part of glass furnace covered with molten glass
and deformed masses of glass.

Fig. 240 Ancient Agora, mass of glass attached to a clay mass, probably part of
a furnace.
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Fig. 241 Ancient Agora, mass of glass attached to a clay mass, probably part of
a furnace.

62
figs 243-252
Type: Glass workshop
City: Thessaloniki
Area: City centre (map: k
Address: Acheiropoi tos east of the basilica
Date: arly hristian probably fifth century
Description: Remains of a Roman public bath house were
found during the excavation of the site, east of the apse of
the Acheiropoi tos asilica. Among the mo able finds se eral dislocated objects found in rubble indicate glassworking
activity: 1) dislocated small parts of the circular furnace (internal diam. c. 0.30 m to 0.40 m); 2) fragments of a roughly
semicircular melting pot reinforced at least twice with layers
of clay and covered with molten glass (diam. 13 cm, preserved
height 3.5 cm, thickness 0.6 cm); 3) an iron scraper; 4) the
conical base of a fourth or fifth century essel ; 5) a small
part of a glass moil (diam. c. 2.5 cm), indicating the diameter
of the glassblower’s pipe.
Bibliography: or the e ca ation see etsas ikopedo e rgiad
. or the glass finds see Ant naras R ma k
kai palaiochristianik yalourgia
. Ant naras alopoiia
kai yalourgia
. Antonaras lass orking Acti ities
93-94.

Fig. 242

Ancient Agora, chunk of raw glass.

Ant naras R ma k kai palaiochristianik yalourgia
form .

Fig. 243

ast of the Acheiropoi tos asilica plan of the e ca ation.
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Fig. 244
ast of the Acheiropoi tos asilica
of the excavation.

Fig. 245
ast of the Acheiropoi tos asilica part of glass furnace co ered with
molten glass, an iron tool and fragments of glass vessels.

Fig. 246

ast of the Acheiropoi tos asilica parts of the furnace.
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Fig. 247

ast of the Acheiropoi tos asilica parts of the furnace.

Fig. 248

ast of the Acheiropoi tos asilica drawing of melting pot.

iews

Fig. 249

Fig. 252

ast of the Acheiropoi tos asilica part of a clay melting pot.

ast of the Acheiropoi tos asilica deformed glass fragments.

63
figs 184-185, 253-262
Type: Glass workshop
City: Thessaloniki
Area: Eastern Necropolis (map: m
Address: Department of Theology, Aristotle University of
Thessaloniki
Period: Probably sixth century
Description: A rectangular building identified by the e caator as a warehouse was disco ered during e ca ations
prior to the building of the Department of Theology of the
Aristotle University of Thessaloniki in 1965. Several construction phases were observed. It was dated, at least partly, to
the Early Byzantine era, because its walls were built on graves,
mostly dating from the Tetrarchy and few of them to the
reign of Justinian I. Clay moulds for clay lamps that can be
dated between the second half of the third century and the
end of the fourth century were found embedded in the walls.

Fig. 250

ast of the Acheiropoi tos asilica part of a clay melting pot.

Fig. 251

ast of the Acheiropoi tos asilica glass moil.

Taking these in conjunction with the clay vessels and the clay
water pipes also found here, the excavator concluded that
it was a commercial building situated nearby or on the site
of a clay lamp workshop (cat. no. 39 . o able finds from
glassworking were also discovered: 1) masses of clay covered
with a layer of greenish glass, probably parts of a furnace;
2) test droplets and cut pieces of greenish glass; 3) moils of
greenish glass; 4) fragments of different forms of glass vessels
(stemmed beakers, stemmed lamps, hemispherical bowls and
o ular asks collected on site probably for re melting. any
of them are identified as fifth to si th century products.
Bibliography: or the e ca ation see etsas Theologik
chol
pl.
esp.
pl.
β, 356α,
γ, ε. or the glass finds see Ant naras R ma k kai palaio
christianik yalourgia
.
Ant naras alopoiia kai
yalourgia
. Antonaras lass orking Acti ities
94-95.
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Fig. 253 Theological Department of
AUTH, workshop refuse.

Fig. 254

Theological Department of AUTH, deformed glass fragments.

Fig. 255 Theological Department of AUTH, glass moil.

Fig. 256 Theological Department of
AUTH, fragments of glass stemmed beakers found in the workshop.
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Fig. 257 Theological Department of AUTH, fragments of glass stemmed beakers found in the
workshop.

Fig. 258 Theological Department of AUTH, fragments of glass bowls and asks found in the workshop.

Fig. 259 Theological Department of AUTH, fragments of glass
stemmed lamps found in the workshop.

Fig. 260 Theological Department of AUTH, fragments of glass vessels found in
the workshop.

Fig. 261 Theological Department of AUTH, fragments of glass asks found in the workshop.
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Fig. 262

Theological Department of AUTH, drawings of vessels probably made in the workshop.

64
figs 263-276
Type: Glass workshop
City: Thessaloniki
Area: City centre (map: 9j)
Address:
asile s rakleiou treet
Date: Late sixth century
Description: Parts of two intersecting ancient streets and
parts of two blocks with luxurious third to fourth-centuries buildings were discovered during salvage excavations.
The buildings showed evidence of having undergone several
changes in the Early Christian period. At the south end of
the eastern block a corner shop was formed in a later fifth
or sixth-century construction phase, and was used as a glass
workshop sometime between the sixth and seventh centuries.
Several water pipes and reservoirs datable to the Byzantine
and ttoman periods along with some indications of a pottery (cat. no. 28) and lime kiln (cat. no. 4) were also found
on the site. In the shop that housed the workshop, three
circular glass furnaces (c. 1 m wide) were found: one, with
fi e conse uent phases of use and repair; and two older ones
only partly preserved.
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ore than kg of glass finds ha e been found discarded
mainly in the north eastern corner of the workshop: chunks
and larger pieces of pale green, dark green and dark blue raw
glass; 2) deformed masses, test droplets, and many moils;
3) fragments of different forms of glass vessels, some of
them distorted and discarded products of the workshop and
others probably collected on-site for re-melting. The latter
included dozens of stemmed beakers, some with a pressed
ligature
s
Πς or capital letter K« on their base; funnel mouthed asks; stemmed lamps; a few hemispherical
bowls; lamps with massive bases; tiny lamp handles; large
gems, and fragments of window panes. Most of the vessels
are free blown, while only few are dip-mould-blown.
Bibliography: Ant naras asile s rakleiou
. Antonaras An arly hristian lass orkshop
. Antonaras, Production of Glass Lamps in Early Christian Thessaloniki
. Antonaras A pecial roup
. Ant naras
ia idiaiter omada.
or the e ca ation see Akri opoulou
asile s rakleiou
.

Fig. 263

asile s rakleiou treet plan of the e ca ation.
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Fig. 264

asile s rakleiou treet plan of the workshop.

Fig. 265

asile s rakleiou treet general iew of the e ca ation.
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Fig. 266
asile s rakleiou treet
glass workshop from the north.

iew of the

Fig. 267
asile s
rakleiou treet iew of
the glass workshop’s interior from the east.

Fig. 268

asile s rakleiou treet glass furnaces.
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Fig. 269

asile s rakleiou treet glass furnaces.

Fig. 272

asile s rakleiou treet glass moils.
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Fig. 270

asile s rakleiou treet chunks of raw glass and deformed masses.

Fig. 271

asile s rakleiou treet chunks of raw glass.

Fig. 273

asile s rakleiou treet raw glass chunks and workshop refuse.

Fig. 274

asile s rakleiou treet workshop refuse.

Fig. 275
beakers.

asile s rakleiou treet deformed fragments of stemmed

Fig. 276

asile s rakleiou treet stamped bases of stemmed beakers.
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figs 227-228, 277-279
Type: Glass workshop
City: Thessaloniki
Area: City centre (map: l
Address: Agap s treet
Date: Middle Byzantine, probably eleventh century
Description: In the Middle Byzantine period, at least two
houses were built on the site of an Early Christian house with
mosaic oors and a small bath. The infill from this period
contained several coins and much Middle Byzantine whiteclay glazed tableware pottery vessels, and cooking pots dated
to the last decade of the eleventh century. The site was
turned into a cemetery during the Late Byzantine period.
The workshop was located near the church of Hagia Sophia,
at its north east and only mo able finds connected with its
activities have been unearthed. Apart from deformed glass
masses the more important and interesting finds are: loose
glass tesserae; parts of a dark blue discoid glass cake for
the production of mosaic tesserae, made of low-temperature
bubbly glass; and square and circular dark blue tiles decorated

Fig. 277

Agap s treet deformed masses of glass.
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with pale white and red festoons, made of a high quality
glass that is free of bubbles and other inclusions. These tiles
can and probably should be connected with marble sculpture
intarsia, like the ones in Constantinopolitan tenth century
monuments e. g. the oukole n alace and probably already
present in sixth century monuments, such as the churches
of Saint Polyeuktos and Saint Euphemia. Furthermore, the
same decorative motives appear on polychrome ware type I
fragments found at the same site and in the same context.
These products of the late tenth century were discarded in
the last decade of the eleventh century.
Bibliography: Cat. Athens 2002, 119-120 no. 115a, dated
generally to the iddle y antine period.
n the glass finds
see Antonaras roduction and ses of lass
.
n
the e ca ation see anonid s Agap s
.
n the
iddle y antine clay finds see anonid s
eso y antin
ephyal men keramik
. or the decorati e moti e on
clay tiles and its identification as a product of the ikomedean
workshops active from the early tenth to mid-eleventh centuries, see Gerstel, The Nikomedia Workshop passim esp. 49.

Fig. 278

Agap s treet deformed masses of glass.

Fig. 279

Agap s treet deformed masses and pla ues of glass.

66
figs 280-291
Type: Glass workshop
City: Thessaloniki
Area: City centre (map: h
Address: ioik t riou
uare now ypri n Ag nist n
Square
Date: Mid-ninth century, or sixth to mid-seventh centuries
Description: Salvage excavations conducted in the square
uncovered an entire Byzantine neighbourhood with a glass
workshop (marked A in the plan) at the north-western part
of the dig. Its main entrance opened on a secondary vertical
road, one of the city’s cardines, onto which opened its main
entrance. The exact size of the area that it covered has not
been archaeologically defined. The workshop was built on
the ruins of a secular fifth century building that had been
destroyed in the middle of the sixth century. The archaeological evidence, including coins, indicates that it operated in the
middle of the ninth century, although the archaeomagnetic
signature of the furnace shows that it operated in the period
between
A . The most important find comprises

the partly preserved, circular furnace (diam. 1.5 m, max. preser ed height . m with a central post supporting the oor
of the firing chamber. t was built with rubble stone and lime
mortar. The oor of the combustion chamber was co ered
with lime plaster as was the one metre long fire tunnel of
the furnace. The oor was conca e and the base of the single
post that supported the oor of the firing chamber was partly
preserved at its centre. The walls of the combustion chamber
were covered with a dark green layer of glaze. Parts of the
walls of the upper part of the structure were found in the
fill of the furnace these were parts of bricks with a layer of
glazing, amorphous glass masses, fragments of glass vessels,
and two parts of an iron rod, possibly representing remains
of a glassworking tool. A small water reservoir, found 3.5 m
to the east of the furnace, was also part of the workshop.
A pit, 22 m to the east of the western end of the workshop,
contained glass masses and fragments of deformed vessels
(marked B in the plan). This detritus is assumed to come from
the furnace; stemmed beakers and hanging lamps can be
identified tentati ely amongst the remains.
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Bibliography: anonid s lateia ioik t riou
illus.
.
anonid s erioch ioik t riou
illus. .
anonid s Anaskaph ergast riou yalourgias
.
patharas
et al., New Magnetic 134.

Fig. 280

ioik t riou

uare currently ypri n Ag niston

uare plan of the e ca ation where the glass workshop and the pit are marked as A and .
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Fig. 281
ioik t riou uare currently ypri n
Ag niston uare plan of the workshop.

Fig. 282
ioik t riou uare currently ypri n Ag niston
metric projection of the workshop.

Fig. 283

ioik t riou

uare a ono-

uare currently ypri n Ag niston

uare

iew of the furnace.
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Fig. 284

ioik t riou

uare currently ypri n Ag niston

uare

Fig. 285

ioik t riou

uare currently ypri n Ag niston

uare parts of the furnace and masses of glass.
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iew of the furnace.

Fig. 289
ioik t riou uare currently ypri n Ag niston
masses of glass from the fill of the furnace.

uare wasters and

uare wasters and

Fig. 286
ioik t riou
glass masses.

uare currently ypri n Ag niston

uare deformed

Fig. 287
ioik t riou
glass masses.

uare currently ypri n Ag niston

uare deformed

Fig. 290
ioik t riou uare currently ypri n Ag niston
masses of glass from the fill of the furnace.

Fig. 288
ioik t riou
glass masses.

uare currently ypri n Ag niston

uare deformed

Fig. 291
ioik t riou uare currently ypri n Ag niston uare clay essels
from furnace s fill and sections of an iron bar interpreted as a possible blowpipe.
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Workshops of Undetermined Use with Kiln

Water Mills

67
figs 65-66
Type: Workshop of undetermined use including use of
fire
City: Thessaloniki
Area: City centre (map: 10j)
Address:
Tsimisk treet toa irsch
Date: Middle Byzantine (seventh to twelfth centuries)
Description: At least two, double-roomed workshops with
kilns and wells, dated after the seventh century and prior to
the twelfth century, have been excavated on this site near
the waterfront and sea wall in the direction of the port. ne
of the kilns was also used as a lime kiln. The area between
the Early Christian sea wall, which was in use until 620-630,
and the wall built on ro enou orom la treet dated after
the earthquakes of the mid-seventh century or even after the
sack of the city in 904 AD, was used for the construction of
the workshops with their kilns and wells.
Bibliography: Tsimpidou A l nit
ykidou uthymoglou
ea stoicheia
.
n the sea walls and the topography of the site see also akirt s Thalassia ochyr s
.
elen s Ta teich
.

68
figs 292-295
Type: Water mills
Village: etween eristera asilika and akkia
Area: Near the Grammoustikeia watercourse
Address: Ropalaia site
Date: i th to fifteenth centuries
Description: The Bishopric of Thessaloniki, among its other
possessions, owned a number of water mills and large tracts
of land from the sixth or seventh centuries onwards at the
site of the Ropalaia (Ροπαλαία) near the Byzantine village
of agia uph mia Ἁγία Εὐφημία) (modern Lakkia), east of
Thessaloniki.
Bibliography: Theod rid s To kt matologio
.
n
the site see efort illages de acedoine
.
n the
mills, see Sampanopoulou, Katalogos 91-92, where all prior
bibliography and the economy of the site are commented
upon.

Fig. 292
asilika Ropalaia site map of the area with the archaeological sites marked from: ooglemaps .
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Fig. 293

asilika Ropalaia site iews of the mill s ruins.

Fig. 294

asilika Ropalaia site iews of the mill s ruins.

69
figs 296-300
Type: Water mills
City: Thessaloniki
Area: Ret iki olichn watercourse
Address: ete ra site
Period: Middle and Late Byzantine period, probably eleventh
to thirteenth centuries
Description: Twelve water mills were discovered on the
banks of this watercourse. Five of them were concentrated
at the site of ete ra where minor con uents met the main
stream, therefore, supplying them with two different water
sources. riginally they were all dated to the fourteenth
century, but have been subsequently re-dated more precisely.
Three of them are dated to the Byzantine period and have
vertical water towers and horizontal wheels. These are mills

Fig. 295

asilika Ropalaia site

iews of the mill s ruins.

no. and no. dated to the twelfth to thirteenth centuries;
and no. 5, dated to the end of the eleventh century or the
beginning of the twelfth century. Two are Post-Byzantine
and their water towers have stepped façades. Mills no. 2
and no. bear ost y antine technological characteristics
although they also preserve traces of an older phase of construction. The remains of mill no. 5 comprise parts of a built
water reservoir; a triangular-shaped pipe taking water to
the tower; a water tower m
m height m with an
internal, vertical, circular, wedge-shaped pipe; and remains
of the wheel room. The remains of mill no. 6 comprise parts
of a built water reservoir coated internally with hydraulic
plaster; a triangular-shaped pipe taking water to the tower;
a water tower . m
. m height m with a ertical
internal circular pipe; and remains of a room with the mech-
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anism and grinding rooms. ill no. was supplied with the
water from mill no. 6 and it did not have its own reservoir.
The water tower m
m ma . preser ed height m the
wheel room and the grinding rooms are preserved. Two more
fourteenth-century water mills stand on the banks of the
Retziki watercourse. They are located at places where minor
con uents met the main stream pro iding two different
water sources. They ha e ertical water towers anked at the

Fig. 296 Ret iki olichn watercourse

edges of their façade with supporting pilasters and a vertical,
internal circular pipe.
Bibliography: ia ampan
y antina ichn
.
ia a
mpan
eromyloi
.
ia ambani
atermills from
olichni
.
ymalidou y antinoi neromyloi olichn s
figs
. Toska olichni
. Rapt s rgast ria
where they are described in detail with a
discussion of their dating.

ete ra site map of the area around Thessaloniki with the sites of the water mills marked.
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Fig. 297 Ret iki olichn watercourse
ete ra site topographic plan of the
olichn watercourse with the sites of the
water mills marked.

Fig. 298 Ret iki olichn watercourse ete ra site iew of the
water tower.

Fig. 299 Ret iki olichn watercourse
ete ra site plan and section of the
water mill.
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Fig. 300

190

Ret iki olichn watercourse

ete ra site plan section and a onometric pro ection of the water mill.
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fig. 301
Type: Water mills
City: Thessaloniki
Area: Panorama, Platanorema
Address: Platanakia site
Date: ourteenth to fifteenth centuries
Description: Twenty fi e water mills organised in groups
existed on the banks of Platanorema and Elaiorema streams
that ank anorama to the north east of Thessaloniki. Three
mills were found at the Platanakia site. They have a triangular
water channel, a water tower with external reinforcing pilas-

ters at the corners of their façade and a circular, vertical pipe
of ariable diameter. nly one of them has been e ca ated
m
m height c. m which was supplied with water
that came from a nearby water mill that had its own water
reservoir.
Bibliography: ordomenid s eromyloi akedonias
esp. . ia ampan
eromyloi
illus. p.
.
ia ambani
atermills from olichni
. Rapt s
rgast ria
where the finds are described in detail with
further bibliography.

Fig. 301 Panorama, Platanorema, Platanakia site, map of the area around Thessaloniki with the sites of the water mills marked.
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Fig. 303

lacha a treet iew of the water tower.

Fig. 302

lacha a treet plan of the e ca ation.

71
figs 302-303
Type: Water mills
City: Thessaloniki
Area: Upper city, Koule Kafe (map: 6j)
Address:
lacha a treet
Date: Late Byzantine period
Description: A cubical water tower . m
. m
. m was unearthed during the sal age e ca ation conducted on this site in the upper part of the city. It was built
with rubble stones and mortar, and occasionally roof tiles
were inserted between the rubble, decorated with a register of three rows of bricks. The interior walls of the tower
and its oor were co ered with hydraulic mortar and it was
connected with a system of pipes, one of lead and several
of clay. The tower was part of a larger workshop of which
an external enclosure wall (preserved length 22 m, preserved
height . m width . m part of a clay pa ement and a
built well have been excavated.
Bibliography: ark Anaskaph n eranismata
fig. .

Wine Presses
72
figs 304-306
Type: Wine press
City: raiokastro
Area: Palaiokastro
Address: akynthou and tanis treet
Date: Late sixth to early seventh centuries
Description: n the warehouse of a fortified fifth century
villa rustica at Palaiokastro, west of Thessaloniki, a reservoir
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. m
m
. m and part of a wine press were discovered and dated to the late sixth century or early seventh
century. Still surviving are stairs and a clearing hole in the
oor that was co ered with a late si th century marble panel
and hydraulic mortar.
Bibliography: ark Akri opoulou Anaskaph agrepaul s
.
at. Thessaloniki
.

Fig. 304
akynthou and tanis
raiokastro plan.

treet

Fig. 305

treet

akynthou and tanis

raiokastro plan of the wine press.

Fig. 306
akynthou and tanis treet
ded in the oor of the wine press.

raiokastro marble closure slab embed-
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Fig. 308 Evangelistrias Cemetery, formerly Lyssiatreion Clinic, view of the burial
building that was transformed into a wine press.

Fig. 309 Evangelistrias Cemetery, formerly Lyssiatreion Clinic, detail of the wine
press.

Fig. 307 Evangelistrias Cemetery, formerly Lyssiatreion Clinic, plan of the excavation.
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73
figs 307-309
Type: Wine press
City: Thessaloniki
Area: Eastern Necropolis (map: 5l)
Address: Evangelistrias Cemetery, formerly the Lyssiatreion
Clinic
Date: Early Byzantine
Description: After its destruction in the Early Byzantine period a s uare burial monument
m
. m in the eastern necropolis, was partly transformed into an installation for
the production of wine. The eastern leg of the cross-shaped
building was enclosed with a small wall, coated with hydraulic mortar and turned into a reservoir. The contents of the
reservoir could be drained through a hole on its west side via
a short pipe length . m diam. . m
. m fed into
a well shaped pit . m
. m; depth . m dug in
the central chamber of the building. In the centre of this pit
there is a hemispherical depression to collect the sediment,
allowing the contents of the reservoir to be drawn off it.
Traces of a similar reservoir are visible in the compartment in
the western leg of the cross-shaped building. It seems that
the transformation of the use of the building occurred after
the destruction of the eastern necropolis during the Early
Byzantine period.
Bibliography: For the excavation, see Pelekanidou, Euangelistria
. or the identification of its later use in wine
making see Rapt s rgast ria
. Also Rapt s et al.
kepseis kai parat r seis
fig. .

74
figs 296-297
Type: Wine press
City: Thessaloniki
Area: Ret iki olichn watercourse
Address: ete ra site
Date: Middle to Late Byzantine, probably twelfth to thirteenth centuries
Description: A reservoir assumed to belong to an installation
for the production of wine was discovered at the site of the
water mills in the ete ra area. n the other finds of the
site, see cat. no. 69.
Bibliography: ia ampan
y antina ichn
.
ia ambani
atermills from olichni
esp.
. Rapt s
rgast ria
.

75
figs 310-311
Type: Wine press
City: Thessaloniki
Area: East end (map: 5l)
Address: astr n treet
Date: Probably Byzantine period
Description: A wine press . m
. m internally
coated with hydraulic mortar, was discovered during salvage
e ca ations on astr n treet north of the lympiados and
running up to Achille s treet. A
metre long section
of the eastern city wall and two of its square towers were
revealed. From the archaeological evidence, the press was
constructed at a later time on the east side of the wall by the
northern tower.
Bibliography: Cat. Thessaloniki 2003a, 5.

Fig. 310
area.

Fig. 311

astr n treet plan of the

astr n treet plan and section of the e ca ation in and around the tower.
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Metal Refineries
76
figs 292, 312-315
Type: Mining / metalworking / metal refinery
City / Village: Peristera
Area: South of Peristera, near the Grammoustikeia watercourse
Address: As momylos probably corresponding to the Tzechlianē or opalaia site
Date: i th to fifteenth centuries
Description: The Bishopric of Thessaloniki owned a metal
refinery possibly for gold from the si th or se enth centuries onwards at the site of the Ropalaia (Ροπαλαία) near the
y antine illage of agia uph mia Ἁγία Εὐφημία) (modern
Lakkia), east of Thessaloniki. A group of artisanal installations
exploiting the abundance of water along the watercourse
west of Peristera can be dated to the Early to Late Byzantine
periods. Important ruins have been found on the eastern
bank on the site of the Asēmomylos (Ἀσημόμυλος i. e. sil er
mill«, close to a water mill. These ruins have been interpreted
as the central part of an ore refinery most probably for washing alluvial gold. Enormous piles of stones in the area are
evidence of the mining activity that took place here. Pottery

finds from the e ca ation define the construction period of
the installation between the fifth and si th century and its
abandonment after the fifteenth or si teenth century. The
main building is trape oid
m long and m wide at the
smaller base . ts oor was of compacted earth and it has
been assumed that it was not entirely roofed. A built water
pipe
cm wide oored with tegulae at roof tiles tra erses the building diagonally and ends in a built manhole
cm
cm at the south east. The last two metres of the
pipe are constructed with clay pipes, as are the pipes that
begin from the manhole and ow from a considerable height
into two external reservoirs. The southern and smaller of the
two reser oirs . m
. m is a simple one. The eastern
larger one . m
. m is a heated water reser oir with
a system of hypocausts under its oor and in the middle of
its long northern side. er the fire tunnel a base for a metal
cauldron had been constructed.
Bibliography: Theocharidou nkatastas
. Theocharidou rycheio eristeras
. Theod rid s To kt matologio
.
or an o eriew of the finds the economy and topography of the site, see Sampanopoulou, Katalogos 91-92.

Fig. 312

eristera

rammoustikeia watercourse plan of the metal refinery e ca ation.

Fig. 313

eristera

rammoustikeia watercourse iews of the metal refinery.
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Fig. 314

eristera

rammoustikeia watercourse

iews of the metal refinery.

Dyeworks
77
fig. 109
Type: Dyeworks, purple dyeing
City: Thessaloniki
Area: City centre (map: 9l)
Address: Nauarinou Square, Galerius’ complex
Date: econd or first century
to first century A
Description: An artisanal complex was found during
the excavations conducted under the palace of Galerius
(cat. nos 15, 27, 45). Among the other industries, it appears
that also a dyeworks existed. Its presence is indicated by the
large number of murex shells and the remains of dyeing substances in clay sherds that were found on the site. The finds
are dated to the period between the second or first century
and the first century A .
Bibliography: aramper
hristodoulidou a afa To
anaskaphiko ergo 533-534.

78
figs 316-318
Type: Dyeworks
City: Thessaloniki
Area: City centre (map: 6j)
Address:
Agias ophias treet
Date: ourth to fifth centuries
Description: A workshop complex was found in the area
close to the Hagia Sophia, in the salvage excavation conducted at
Agias ophias treet. The installation is dated

Fig. 316

Fig. 315

eristera

rammoustikeia watercourse

iews of the metal refinery.

to the fourth century or the early fifth century. The comple
was equipped with a system of water pipes and a circular
well-like, vaulted structure (diam. 1.10 m, preserved height
3 m) that has a drain feeding into a pipe. The large number
of loom weights found in the area of the workshop indicate
that it was used for weaving and thread dyeing.
Bibliography: arydas Anaskaphes Agias ophias
esp.
figs
.

Agias ophias treet plan.
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Fig. 318

Fig. 317

Agias ophias treet

iew of the western house from north.

Agias ophias treet general iew of the e ca ation.
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figs 319-322
Type: Dyeworks
City: Thessaloniki
Area: City centre (map: i
Address: Ancient Agora, south street
Date: arly hristian probably fifth century
Description: The southern side of the Ancient Agora is delimited by a stone-paved decumanus street with a commercial
character. A row of thirteen shops has been discovered here,
attached to the southern wall of the cryptoporticus that supports the elevated southern part of the forum. These shops
were designed simultaneously with the cryptoporticus, but
were built sometime later. Workshops operated in some of
them from the middle of the fourth century onwards. Pits
meeting their rele ant needs were dug in their oors and
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finally filled in the si th century. n the shops numbered
and 12 (fig. 333), especially, reservoirs for processing were
e ca ated that according to the finds operated until the
end of the fifth century. These basins or reser oirs indicate
most probably the operation of thread dyeworks. The shops
on this southern commercial street of the forum continued
to operate until the Late Byzantine period. They were cut off
from the cryptoporticus, which was transformed into a water
reser oir in the si th century and filled up to c. 1 m from their
original oor as was the entire southern street.
Bibliography: ol
kiadares s tr matographia st notia
pteryga
.
ala anidou rgast riakes chr seis
.
itti oleodomik e eli
no.
fig.
pl.
50-51.

Fig. 319 Ancient Agora, plan where southern commercial street is marked in bold.

Fig. 320 Ancient Agora, plan of the workshops.
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Fig. 321

Ancient Agora, general view of the southern commercial street from the west.

Fig. 322

Ancient Agora iew of shops nos
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figs 323-326
Type: Dyeworks
City: Thessaloniki
Area: North-east end (map: h
Address: . aster and
tropolit
akeim gourou treet
Date: Middle Byzantine period (ninth to thirteenth centuries)
Description: A Middle Byzantine workshop was discovered at the south-western corner of the plot in a salvage
excavation conducted near the city wall, north-east of Dioik t riou uare. t was built on the fill abo e a large fourth

Fig. 323

Fig. 324
aster . and
the excavation.

tropolit

aster . and

tropolit

or fifth century house with a central atrium that had been reconstructed and remained in use until the Dark Ages (seventh
to ninth centuries). The preserved elements of the workshop
comprise a pavement formed with spolia, a built water pipe
covered with schist plaques (max. preserved length 3.4 m,
0.20 m wide, max. preserved height 0.15 m) that led to a
manhole (diam. 0.60 m) and probably some older water pipes
dating from the Roman phase of the site, as well as two more
manholes (diam. 1.5 m and 1.6 m, respectively).
Bibliography: at. Thessaloniki
.

akeim gourou treet plan of the e ca ation.

akeim gourou treet general iew of

Fig. 325
pipes.

aster . and

tropolit

akeim gourou treet workshop water
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Fig. 326
pipes.

aster . and

tropolit

akeim gourou treet workshop water

81
fig. 327
Type: Dyeworks
City: Thessaloniki
Area: City centre (map: k
Address: 6 L. Iasonidou Street
Date: Late Byzantine period
Description: Luxurious fourth to sixth-century houses with
opus sectile and mosaic pavements, wall mosaics and paintings were discovered during salvage excavations on this site.
The houses were gradually partitioned into smaller properties
during the Dark Ages, a process that continued into the
Byzantine era, when a water-related artisanal use of the site
can be detected (cat. no. 97 . n the same site in the ate
Byzantine period, a thread and fabric dyeworks operated. It
comprised wells and reser oirs that ha e been identified by
the excavators as intended for dyeing.
Bibliography: ark
ommatas asonidou
illus.
fig. .

Fig. 327 6 L. Iasonidou Street,
plan of the excavation.
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82
fig. 328
Type: Dyeworks
City: Thessaloniki
Area: City centre (map: k
Address:
rasakak and oukouphl treet
Date: Middle Byzantine period
Description: An Early Christian public building was discovered during salvage excavations above a Roman building with
mosaic pavements, which was probably abandoned in the

Fig. 328
oukouphl
excavation.

early fourth century. t had mosaic and opus sectile oors and
had been remodeled at least three times. In the Middle Byzantine era it was partitioned into smaller rooms, one of which
became a workshop with several rectangular, built water
reser oirs one of them is . m
. m and water pipes.
Bibliography: ark
rasakak
oukouphl
pl.
a.
ark Agia ophia kai prosktismata
.

rasakak and .
treet plan of the
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Tanneries
83
figs 329-332
Type: Undetermined, including use of water
(possibly a tannery)
City: Thessaloniki
Area: City centre (map:
Address: 2 Sophokleous Street
Date: Late Roman period, Tetrarchy
Description: Remains of two rooms, either shops or workshops, dating from Roman Imperial times, were discovered
during salvage excavations. In the northern section, a rect-

Fig. 329 2 Sophokleous Street, plan of the excavation.
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angular structure was found that had a rock-hewn pipe
coming from a rock-carved basin leading to it. This pipe,
along with another rock-carved basin and a rectangular basin
coated with lime at the southern end of the site, belonged
to an open-air workshop. Remains of this workshop present
a partly rock hewn domed reser oir m
. m
. m
a carved basin coated with lime at the north-eastern part of
the site and possibly part of a water pipe oored with bricks
dated to the time of the Tetrarchy.
Bibliography: Cat. Thessaloniki 2003a, 12.

Fig. 330

2 Sophokleous Street, general view of the excavation.

84
figs 319, 321-322, 333-335
Type: Tannery
City: Thessaloniki
Area: City centre (map: i
Address: Ancient Agora, cryptoporticus
Date: Early Christian period
Description: In the row of thirteen shops described above
(cat. no. 79), evidence for a tannery or tanneries was discovered. asins or reser oirs in the first shop combined with
traces of lime, suggest that it was a tannery, although a
similar picture could be produced by a thread dyeworks.
However, a curved knife, designed for the cleaning of skins
during their processing in tanneries, found in the tenth shop
confirms the hypothesis that at least one tannery operated
here. The shops of this southern commercial street of the
forum continued to operate until the Late Byzantine period.
They were cut off from the cryptoporticus, which was transformed into a water reser oir in the si th century and filled
up to c. m from its original oor as was the entire southern
street.

Fig. 331

2 Sophokleous Street, workshop of the Imperial period.

Fig. 332

2 Sophokleous Street, rock-cut, vaulted cistern.

Bibliography: Adam elen Archaia Agora
ala anidou rgast riakes chr seis
.
dares s tr matographia st notia pteryga
oleodomik e eli
no.
fig.
pl.

fig. .
ol
kia
.
itti
.

Fig. 333 Ancient Agora, plan of the shops
on the southern commercial street. Shops nos
are highlighted.
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Fig. 335 Ancient Agora, curved blade of a tanner’s knife found in shop no. 9.

Fig. 334 Ancient Agora, cryptoporticus. Pits, pipes and a lime-cist in the area of
shop no. . iew from the west.

85
figs 336-338
Type: Tannery
City: Thessaloniki
Area: City centre (map: 6l)
Address:
. elenikou treet
Date: Sixth to seventh centuries
Description: A sixth to seventh-century installation was unearthed on the site of the eastern Roman cemetery. The
following elements of the workshop were found: at the west
part of the plot a mud-built wall (max. preserved length
. m width . m ; two lime pits . m
. m and
. m
. m respecti ely . m deep ; a carefully con
structed circular shaft . m deep ; and a oor made of lime
mortar m
. m at the eastern part of the e ca ation.
The installation has been identified as a tannery due to the
presence of lime pits.
Bibliography: Cat. Thessaloniki 2005, 6.

Fig. 336
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.

elenikou treet plan of the e ca ation.

Fig. 338

.

elenikou treet iew of the workshop s installation.

86
fig. 339
Type: Undetermined, including use of water
(possibly a tannery)
City: Thessaloniki
Area: City centre (map:
Address: 52 Agias Sophias Street
Date: Eighth to ninth centuries
Description: Remains of a workshop were found above the
ruins of a fifth century bath house probably connected with
the comple of Acheiropoi tos. The bath was abandoned
either in the Dark Ages (seventh to ninth centuries), or the
early iddle y antine period. ts oors were ele ated and
the space was transformed into a workshop. A pipe was

Fig. 337
.
the excavation.

elenikou treet general iew of

constructed orientated east west with water owing westwards abo e the bath s fire tunnel praefurnium). Another
pipe was found north-west of the site. A new structure and
a square reservoir are dated to the same phase. Later in the
same phase the workshop underwent some modifications:
a lime-coated reservoir was constructed to the west of the
existing one, and a shaft was built, with two of its stone-andbrick walls preserved.
Bibliography: ark Agias ophias
.

Fig. 339 52 Agias Sophias Street, plan of the excavation.
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figs 340-341
Type: Tannery
City: Thessaloniki
Area: West end (map: 9f)
Address:
ephyr n treet
Date: Thirteenth to fifteenth centuries
Description: A alaeologan workshop identified as a tannery from archaeological finds has been e ca ated that
was situated within and very close to the western city walls.
It was built during the Late Byzantine period on the site of
an arly hristian and iddle y antine house. The finds

comprise two small rectangular reser oirs m
. m and
. m
. m respecti ely built with stones and lime
mortar enriched with powdered brick, and a lime pit. Several
pipes that were found all over the site are dated to the same
phase. These are stone built and oored with brick ha ing a
square cross-section. The artisanal use of the site continued
into the ttoman period. inds from this period comprise
several water pipes, a shaft or manhole, a kiln, a pit and the
covering of a shaft.
Bibliography: at. Thessaloniki
.

Fig. 340
ephyr n treet plan of
the excavation.

Fig. 341
ephyr n
Street, general view of
the excavation.
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Workshops of Undetermined Use with
Evidence of Water Usage (No Kiln)
88
figs 310. 342
Type: Workshop of undetermined use with evidence of
water usage (no kiln)
City: Thessaloniki
Area: East end (map: 5l)
Address: astr n treet
Date: Possibly Early Christian period, possibly be much later
Description: A workshop was discovered during salvage
e ca ations on astr n treet north of the lympiados to
Achille s treet . t was located in the southern tower of two

Fig. 342
tion.

square defensive towers of the eastern city walls. A 200-metre-long section of the wall was also excavated. Dating from
a later period than the tower itself, remains included two twin
water pipes made from bricks and covered with schist stones
and marble slabs ma . preser ed length . m and . m
0.55 m wide), designed to carry water in a west to east direction. Fragments of an amphora and a mid-fourth-century
bron e coin of onstans
or onstantius
were found in the tower s infill.
Bibliography: Cat. Thessaloniki 2003a, 5.

astr n treet plan and section of the e ca a-
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89
figs 343-345
Type: Workshop of undetermined use with evidence of
water usage (no kiln)
City: Thessaloniki
Area: City centre (map: 9f)
Address: heidiou and
ephyr n treet
Date: Late Roman period
Description: Parts of a Late Roman workshop were discovered during excavations conducted in this plot. Finds included
fi e water pipes two of them orientated east west. They were
plastered with hydraulic mortar and oored with clay bricks.
Bibliography: ingle note in: aramper
ladst nos
.
npublished photographic material and e ca ation diaries
Archive of the 16th Ephorate of Prehistoric and Classical Antiquities.

Fig. 345

ephyr n and eidiou treet general iew of the e ca ation.

Fig. 343

ephyr n and eidiou treet plan of the e ca ation.

Fig. 344

ephyr n and eidiou treet general iew of the e ca ation.
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figs 346-349
Type: Workshop of undetermined use, possibly water-dependant (no kiln)
City: Thessaloniki
Area: West end (map: f
Address: 4A Eratous Street
Date: Early Christian
Description: An Early Christian artisanal complex was found
on the site of an early Roman cemetery near the western
city walls. Two phases of construction can be identified. The
remains of the original building comprise two strong walls
(0.50 m thick) made with stones and lime mortar. It was
later enlarged with the addition of a larger room (internal
dim. m
. m a long corridor m
. m and another
room at the southern end of the site. This new building was
constructed with thick walls . m to . m wide made
of schist stones and lime mortar, containing powdered brick.
It was covered with roof tiles and also included a drainage
or sewage pipe.
Bibliography: Cat. Thessaloniki 2006, 6.

Fig. 346
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4A Eratous Street, plan of the excavation.

Fig. 347 4A Eratous Street, general view of the excavation.

91
figs 350-352
Type: Workshop of undetermined use with evidence of
water usage (no kiln)
City: Thessaloniki
Area: East end (map: l
Address:
atriarchou akeim treet and Agiou e rgiou
Square
Date: Fourth century
Description: Late Roman remains comprising two rooms
with several structural phases were found at the junction of
atriarchou akeim treet and Agiou e rgiou uare.
ne of the rooms was pa ed with hydraulic mortar part
of which was destroyed during the later construction of a
workshop. Remains of a built pithos were also attributed to
the workshop.
Bibliography: Ale andr
atriarchou akeim
illus.
pl.
α-γ.
itti oleodomik e eli
no.
fig.
.

Fig. 350
atriarchou
treet Agiou e rgiou
of the excavation.

Fig. 348 4A Eratous Street, water pipe of the workshop.

Fig. 349 4A Eratous Street, entrance of the workshop.

akeim
uare plan
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Fig. 351
atriarchou
view of the excavation.

akeim treet and Agiou

e rgiou

uare general

92
figs 346-349
Type: Workshop of undetermined use with evidence of
water usage (no kiln)
City: Thessaloniki
Area: West end (map: f
Address: 4A Eratous Street
Date: Early Byzantine
Description: An Early Byzantine workshop with several
rooms that are not entirely preserved was found to the northeast of an Early Christian workshop on the site of an early
Roman cemetery near the western city walls. Between these
two workshops was a narrow, two-metre-wide street. This
new workshop was built with simple walls . m thick
constructed with stones and mud, and was intersected by a
built water pipe . m preser ed; . m wide .
Bibliography: Cat. Thessaloniki 2006, 6.

Fig. 352
atriarchou
view of the excavation.

akeim treet and Agiou

laukou treet general iew of the e ca ation.
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uare general

Address:
laukou treet
Period: Probably Middle Byzantine period
Description: Remains of a workshop were found above the
ruins of an Early Christian building, which had probably been
of public character. Part of the workshop’s structure and a
built rectangular water pipe, covered with two Early Christian
marble columns, were found. The site was used as a cemetery
in the Late Byzantine period.
Bibliography: Cat. Thessaloniki 2001, 12.

93
figs 353-355
Type: Workshop of undetermined use with evidence of
water usage (no kiln)
City: Thessaloniki
Area: Upper city (map: 6i)

Fig. 354

e rgiou

Fig. 355

laukou treet water pipe.

Fig. 353

laukou treet plan of the e ca ation.

94
Type: Workshop of undetermined use with evidence of
water usage (no kiln)
City: Thessaloniki
Area: Upper city (map: 5j)
Address: 10-12 Aiolou Street
Date: Byzantine period
Description: An unidentified workshop was found during
salvage excavations in an area where a Middle Byzantine
reconstruction phase was detected above the ruins of a large
villa ur ana built in the second uarter of the fifth century.
Structural elements connected with the workshop comprise
two basins one to the west . m
. m; and one to the
east . m
. m; both of them . m high made of
hydraulic mortar that cover the original pavement of the area.
In addition, the fact that the western face of the western wall
of the structure is covered with hydraulic mortar also indicates
the same type of use of that area.

Bibliography:
215.

ark

stikes anaskaphes

esp.

95
fig. 356
Type: Workshop of undetermined use with evidence of
water usage (no kiln)
City: Thessaloniki
Area: Upper city (map: 5j)
Address: nstantakopoulou and Th se s treet
Date: Middle Byzantine or early Late Byzantine period
Description: An Early Christian house was re-used as a monastery from the seventh century onwards and fell into ruins
by the early Late Byzantine period. The monastery was subsequently rebuilt and part of the area was used as a cemetery. During this period, a room was constructed (at the
south western section of the plot with a clay or mud oor
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for some kind of artisanal activity, judging from the remains
of water pipes, a well, and the bases of built work benches
which were unearthed in it.

Fig. 356

nstantakopoulou and

Th se s treet plan of the e ca ation.

96
fig. 357
Type: Workshop of undetermined use with evidence of
water usage (no kiln)
City: Thessaloniki
Area: City centre (map: l
Address: 2 L. Iasonidou Street
Date: y antine period probably tenth to fifteenth centuries
Description: Remains of what was probably a Byzantine
workshop were discovered during salvage excavations

214

Bibliography: arydas
nstantakopoulou kai Th se s
.
arydas y antin mon st n odo Th se s
163.
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above a layer containing a fourth-century metal workshop
(cat. no. 46 two lu urious fifth to si th century buildings
(one private and one public), and a modest house of the
Dark Ages (seventh to ninth centuries). The workshop was
connected to a network of contemporarily built water pipes
and a rectangular reser oir . m
. m . Two wells
a circular one diam. m and a rectangular one . m
. m may also belong to the same system.
Bibliography: ark asonidou
illus. .

Fig. 357 2 L. Iasonidou Street, plan
of the excavation.

97
fig. 327
Type: Workshop of undetermined use with evidence of
water usage (no kiln)
City: Thessaloniki
Area: City centre (map: k
Address: 6 L. Iasonidou Street
Date: y antine period probably tenth to fifteenth centuries
Description: Luxurious fourth to sixth-century houses with
opus sectile and mosaic pavements, wall mosaics and paintings were discovered during salvage excavations. The houses
had been partitioned into smaller properties during the Dark
Ages, a procedure that continued in the Byzantine era, when
an artisanal use of the site can be determined. The central
room of the western house was divided into two parts and a
workshop operated in each part. In the northern part (5.60 m
. m a built well diameter m was found; and in the
southern part . m
. m a built water pipe was e cavated, running parallelly to the north wall. A thread and fabric
dyeworks (cat. no. 81) with built wells and reservoirs that
ha e been identified by the e ca ators as intended for dyeing
operated on the same site in the Late Byzantine period.
Bibliography: ark
ommatas asonidou
illus.
fig. .

98
fig. 136
Type: Workshop of undetermined use with evidence of
water usage (no kiln)
City: Thessaloniki

Area: City centre (map: 9h)
Address: gnatia treet eni elou etro tation e ca ations
Date: Late Byzantine period
Description: Parts of a Late Byzantine building comprising
two rooms were excavated in the eastern part of the dig. The
eastern room ma . isible dimensions . m
. m was
built in a pseudo-plinthoperikleisto style, i. e. with imperfect
cloisonn masonry. The northerin part of this room was partitioned by thinner walls into smaller rooms that were then
used as workshops. This is indicated by the built well which
was found in the western room.
Bibliography: ark
asileiadou etro
.

99
fig. 358
Type: Workshop of undetermined use with evidence of
water usage (no kiln)
City: Thessaloniki
Area: City centre (map: h
Address: . aster and
tropolit
akeim gourou treet
Date: Late Byzantine period
Description: Salvage excavations revealed an Early Christian
house with a central courtyard built over a Roman house.
In the Middle Byzantine period it was subdivided, and by
the Late Byzantine period a workshop was operating in the
southern part of the plot. Water pipes and a well from this
workshop have been found.
Bibliography: Karydas, Anaskaphes Paster 311-312 illus. 4
fig. .
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Fig. 358
aster . and
plan of the excavation.

100
figs 337, 359
Type: Workshop of undetermined use with evidence of
water usage (no kiln)
City: Thessaloniki
Area: City centre (map: 6l)
Address:
. elenikou treet
Date: Modern period
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akeim gourou treet

Description: A sixth or seventh-century installation identified as a tannery was disco ered on the site of the eastern
Roman cemetery (cat. no. 85 . n the same plot a modern
workshop was also found. It comprises remains of a reservoir
coated with hydraulic mortar . m
. m and a rectangular structure . m
. m of unknown use.
Bibliography: Cat. Thessaloniki 2005, 6.

Fig. 359
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tropolit

.

elenikou treet plan of the e ca ation.

Bonecarving Workshops
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figs 360-361
Type: Bonecarving workshop
City: Thessaloniki
Area: City centre (map: i
Address: Ancient Agora
Date: rior to the fourth century probably first century A
Description: A large number of partly processed bones and
several bone tools, mainly pins and handles, was discovered
in a room at the north-western end of the eastern wing of
the Agora. These ob ects were found in the fill that was used
for levelling during the mid-fourth century transformation of
the deion into an open theatre. inds of bones and antlers
in different stages of processing were also found in pits in the
open square of the Ancient Agora, indicating the presence of
a bone carving workshop on the site. Among the products
of the Agora’s bone workshop were tools, jewellery, decorati e furniture fittings clothing accessories bases figurines
handles for knives and swords, musical instruments, needles,
writing utensils, dice, knucklebones and game counters.

Fig. 360

Ancient Agora unfinished bone tools.

Bibliography: ala anidou rgast riakes chr seis
fig. .
ersonal obser ation
August
of the e hibits in the
useum of the Ancient Agora filling an entire showcase and
many more in the storage rooms.
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Fig. 361

Ancient Agora unfinished and finished bone tools.
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fig. 362
Type: Bonecarving workshop
City: Thessaloniki
Area: Upper city (map: 5i)
Address: Antiochou, parodos
Date: Early Christian
Description: Parts of a very large villa ur ana were uncovered in the north-eastern part of the city during the salage e ca ation conducted on the plot in
. arts of the
same residential complex had been revealed in a number of
neighbouring plots in earlier excavations. Its construction was
dated to the late fourth century and its destruction before the
early sixth century. The site was later abondoned and used

Fig. 362

as cemetery. In this particular plot, a section of the villa’s
courtyard was unearthed that was used as a refuse pit by its
inhabitants. Among other mo able finds the e ca ator noted
a great uantity of clay sherds clay lamps and figurines
glass vessel fragments, marble mortars, a bronze pin and six
bron e buttons. n addition fifteen bone pins intact and in
fragments), six bone needles and two bone spoons were unearthed. Some of the bone pins and spoons (spatulae) were
found in different stages of preparation indicating that bone
carving was carried out in the area.
Bibliography: akropoulou Antiochou
with all
earlier bibliography on this villa ur ana, e.g. Makropoulou,
alaiochristianik oikia
.

Antiochou parodos unfinished and finished bone tools.
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figs 363-365
Type: Bonecarving
City: Thessaloniki
Area: Upper city (map: 6h)
Address: lympiados and akellariou treet
Date: Possibly Roman or Early Christian
Description: Architectural remains of two phases were unearthed in a salvage excavation on a plot severly damaged by
mechanical removal of the soil. The true nature of the buildings could not established. The earlier phase was dated to the
ate Roman period. o mention of bone finds can be found
in the report yet fifty se en bone impliments ha e been
unearthed in the excavation. These are mostly pins, needles,
one small cosmetic spoon and one broken spoon. Among the
bone finds at least four of the pins all of them with globular
head, and nine shafts of needles (with ovular cross-section)
and pins with circular cross section are unfinished indicating that they were made on-site or in a nearby workshop.

Bibliography: leutheriadou
lympiados kai akellariou
where the only a ailable information about the
excavation is published.

Fig. 363

Fig. 364
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lympiados and akellariou treet bone tools.
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lympiados and akellariou treet plan of the e ca ation.

Fig. 365

lympiados and akellariou treet unfinished bone tools.

Weaving Workshop

Marble Workshops

104
Type: Weaving workshop (?)
City: Thessaloniki
Area: Western Necropolis (map: 10f)
Address: mokratias uare
Date: Sixth century
Description: A sixth-century workshop that had been destroyed in the late sixth century, was discovered during the
mokratias uare etro tation e ca ation. any loom
weights were found here, probably indicating the workshop‘s
nature. At the same site two more unidentifiable workshops
were also found.
Bibliography: aisidou asiliadou
nstantinidou
TR
2010, 223-234.

105
fig. 366
Type: Marble workshop
City: Thessaloniki
Area: Western Necropolis (map: 10c)
Address: 20 Margaropoulou Street
Date: Early Christian period
Description: An extended Roman and Early Christian cemetery (third to sixth centuries) and the eastern part of a
fifth century cemeterial basilica were disco ered during salage e ca ations at
argaropoulou treet. ne of the
gra es found on the site gra e no.
was oored with a
considerable quantity of marble dust, indicating, according to
the excavator, the sole evidence for the location of a marble
workshop in Thessaloniki.
Bibliography: akropoulou argaropoulou
.
akropoulou Taphoi kai taphes
nt.
.
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Fig. 366

20 Margaropoulou Street, plan of the excavation.

106
Type: Marble workshop
City: Thessaloniki
Area: Eastern Necropolis (map: 3k)
Address:
Akropole s treet
Date: Early Christian period
Description: uring a sal age e ca ation conducted at
Akropole s treet remains of chiseling were disco ered.
Bibliography: Makropoulou, To ergo.

Mosaic Workshops
107
figs 227, 367-371
Type: Mosaic workshop
City: Thessaloniki
Area: City centre (map: l
Address: Agap s treet
Date: Middle Byzantine period, ninth to twelfth centuries,
probably eleventh century
Description: Glassworking remains were found in the ruins
of what appear to be at least two houses from the Middle
Byzantine period that were discovered during salvage excavations on the site of an Early Christian house (cat. no. 65).
The arly hristian house had mosaic oors and a small bath.
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Several coins and a good deal of Middle Byzantine white-clay
glazed tableware (vessels) as well as cooking pots were found
in the fill of this period and dated to the last decade of the
eleventh century. The site was turned into a cemetery in the
Late Byzantine period. The glassworking remains included
dark blue discoid glass cakes made of low temperature
bubbly glass that would have been cut for use as wall mosaic
tesserae. n addition rectangular and circular at glass tiles
possibly of some form of opus sectile decoration, and a few
glass tesserae were also found. Given that the remains were
found close to the mosaic-decorated church of Hagia Sophia,
it is evident that there was a workshop, even if only a temporary one, of mosaicists in the city. The tiles can and probably
should be connected with marble sculpture intarsia, similar
to the ones in tenth-century Constantinopolitan monuments,
e. g. the oukole n palace which were probably already
present in sixth-century monuments, such as the churches
of Saint Polyeuktos and Saint Euphemia. Furthermore, the
same decorative motives appear on polychrome-ware type I
fragments found at the same site in the same context. These
products of the late tenth century were discarded in the last
decade of the eleventh century.
Bibliography: Cat. Athens 2002, 119-120 no. 115a, dated
generally to the iddle y antine period . anonid s .
n
the glass finds see Antonaras roduction and ses of lass

fig.

.
n the e ca ation see anonid s Agap s
.
or the decorati e motif on clay tiles and its
identification as a product of the ikomedean workshops
active from early tenth to mid-eleventh centuries, see Gerstel The ikomedia orkshop passim esp.
.
n the
iddle y antine clay finds see anonid s
eso y antin
ephyal men keramik
.
or a short o er iew of the
finds and the techni ue see undell ango olychrome
Tiles 24-25.

Fig. 368

Agap s treet glass tesserae cake

Fig. 370

Agap s treet glass pla ues for intarsia decoration.

side iew.

Fig. 367

Agap s treet glass tesserae cake

Fig. 369

Agap s treet glass tesserae.

Fig. 371

Agap s treet glass pla ues for intarsia decoration.

top side.

Other Unidentified Workshops
108
Type: Other unidentified workshop
City: Thessaloniki
Area: West end (map: 9f)
Address:
a il treet
Date: Roman Imperial period

figs 372-373

Description: Remains of the structure of a Roman workshop
were discovered during salvage excavations conducted on
the plot. In the fourth century a house was built here that
was used up until the seventh century. Two Roman pottery
kilns unearthed in the neighbouring plot (cat. no. 17) may be
indicative of the nature of this workshop as well.
Bibliography: Cat. Thessaloniki 2003a, 6.
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Fig. 372

a il

treet plan of the e ca ation.

Fig. 373
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a il

treet general iew of the e ca ation.

109
figs 374-375
Type: Other unidentified workshop
City: Thessaloniki
Area: Centre (map: 5i)
Address:
lympiados treet
Date: arly hristian period probably fifth to si th centuries
Description: Salvage excavations conducted on the site established that a villa with a bath was built on the site in the
first half of the fourth century. The site had already been used
in the Roman Imperial period. In the Early Christian period the
bath was transformed into a workshop that ceased to operate
in the late Early Christian period. In the Late Byzantine period
part of the site was used as cemetery.
Bibliography: Cat. Thessaloniki 2004, 5.

Fig. 374

Fig. 375

lympiados treet general iew of the e ca ation.

lympiados treet plan of the e ca ation.
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110
fig. 116
Type: Other unidentified workshop
City: Thessaloniki
Area: City centre (map: l
Address:
. alaiologou treet
Date: iddle and ate y antine period ninth to fifteenth
centuries)
Description: Salvage excavations conducted on the site
showed that the western part of a large Early Christian bath
house was transformed into a workshop in the Middle Byzantine period and continued to operate as such until the
fifteenth century.
Bibliography: ourkoutidou ikolaidou . alaiologou
.
n the e ca ation generally see itti oleodomik
e eli
no.
fig.
.

111
Type: Other unidentified workshop
City: Thessaloniki
Area: City centre (map: i
Address: Agiou m triou treet south east of the basilica
excavation of natural gas pipeline
Date: After the seventh century

Fig. 376
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ladst nos treet plan of the e ca ation.
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Description: Parts of a large public Early Christian building
were discovered east of the basilica’s apse at the southern
part of Agiou
m triou treet during the e ca ation conducted along the street. It was assumed to be an annex of
the agios
m trios asilica probably a guest house for
pilgrims. After the seventh century the eastern part of the
building, which had been abandoned by then, was transformed into a workshop.
Bibliography:
pitrop parakolouth s s
.

112
figs 376-378
Type: Other unidentified workshop
City: Thessaloniki
Area: City centre (map: 9f)
Address:
ladst nos treet
Date: Roman period, probably second century
Description: Two makeshift Roman walls that had probably
been destroyed by fire in the second century were disco ered
under a Late Roman wall during the excavations conducted
here. A system of water pipes connected to a well, indicating the artisanal character of the finds belongs to the same
phase.
Bibliography: aramper
ladst nos
fig. .

Fig. 377

ladst nos treet general iew of the e ca ation.

Fig. 378

ladst nos treet general iew of the e ca ation.
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Lime kilns.
Fig. 379
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Ceramic workshops.
Fig. 380
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Fig. 381 Metal production workshops.
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Fig. 382 Glass production workshops.
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Dyeworks.
Fig. 383
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Tanneries.
Fig. 384
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nidentified water related workshops.
Fig. 385
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Bone carving workshops.
Fig. 386
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